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Numerical modeling of medical ultrasound has advanced significantly in recent years. Numerous algorithms have been developed and applied to study different medical ultrasound applications, including ultrasound imaging, transducer design, transducer acoustic field characterization and treatment planning. An in-depth literature and technical review of recent progress on numerical modeling of medical ultrasound is provided in Chapter 1.

A mixed-domain method (MDM) is presented in Chapter 2 for modeling linear/nonlinear wave propagation in biological tissue with arbitrary heterogeneities, in which speed of sound, density, attenuation coefficients, and nonlinear coefficients are all spatially varying functions. The present method is based on solving an integral equation derived from the Westervelt-like equation. One-dimensional problems are first studied to verify the MDM and to reveal its limitations. It is shown that this method is accurate for cases with small variation of sound speed. A two-dimensional case is further studied with focused ultrasound beams to validate the application of the method in the medical field. Results from the MATLAB toolbox k-Wave are used as the benchmark solutions. It is shown that the MDM is a computationally efficient and accurate method for modeling nonlinear wave propagation in soft tissue.

The wave fields at a certain frequency can be produced by MDM in two ways for linear wave propagation. The first approach is applying the Fourier transform to the transient simulation MDM result (denoted transient MDM, or TMDM). A more computationally efficient approach is to directly calculate the pressure field at the specific frequencies of interest (denoted frequency-specific MDM, or FSMDM). In this dissertation, the FSMDM is extended for modeling the second harmonic ultrasound field in heterogeneous, lossy media for weakly nonlinear cases. Five two-
dimensional cases, including a realistic human tissue map, are studied to systematically verify the FSMDM. Results from the TMDM are used as the benchmark solutions. Comparisons indicate that both methods give similar results for all cases. More importantly, the FSMDM has a crucial advantage over the TMDM in that it can be two orders of magnitude faster.

Phase correction and amplitude compensation are introduced in Chapter 4 to the MDM, which is only accurate for modeling wave propagation in weakly heterogeneous media. Multiple reflections are also incorporated with the one-way model to improve the accuracy. The resulting model is denoted as the modified mixed-domain method (MMDM) and is numerically evaluated for its accuracy and efficiency using two distinct cases: a layered medium and a human skull. It is found that the MMDM is significantly more accurate than the MDM for strongly heterogeneous media, especially when the phase aberrating layer is roughly perpendicular to the acoustic beam. Additionally, convergence study suggests that the second-order reflection is sufficient for wave modeling in lossy biological media.

mSOUND is an open-source toolbox written in MATLAB and it is developed based on the TMDM, FSMDM and MDMM. This toolbox is intended for modeling linear/nonlinear wave propagation with arbitrary heterogeneities. In Chapter 5, a general guideline is given along with three representative examples to illustrate how to set up simulations using mSOUND. TMDM forward projection can be used to compute the pressure waveform. FSMDM forward projection can be used to rapidly obtain the spatial distribution of the pressure directly at the fundamental and second harmonic frequencies, provided that linear or weakly nonlinear wave propagation is considered. The third example demonstrates how to use TMDM backward projection to reconstruct the initial source image in photoacoustic tomography (PAT). mSOUND (https://m-
sound.github.io/mSOUND/) is expected to be useful for a wide range of applications in medical ultrasound including treatment planning, PAT, transducer design and characterization, etc.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The work presented in this chapter is published on IEEE Transaction on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectrics, and Frequency Control [1]

In the last two decades, we have witnessed a tremendous amount of development of medical ultrasound in both the imaging and therapy communities. The technologies and equipment associated with medical ultrasound are noninvasive, portable, and relatively inexpensive (particularly for imaging) compared with competing technologies. Consequently, they are increasingly widely used in clinical applications, such as B-mode and tissue harmonic imaging of parts of the human body, and treatment of uterine fibroids [2] and brain tumors [3]. To improve these applications, it is vital to have a fast, accurate, and versatile ultrasound propagation model. For example, numerical simulations can be utilized to shed light on why tissue harmonic imaging (THI) and super-harmonic imaging (SHI) are superior to conventional B-mode imaging under realistic medical diagnostic conditions. Relevant features of these imaging methods, including the lateral beam shape and axial pulse shape, can conveniently be compared by means of numerical simulations [4]. Results from simulations (such as the optimal transmission frequency) can in turn guide the design of phased arrays so as to achieve optimal imaging performance.

This chapter intends for offering an overview on recent developments on numerical modeling of medical ultrasound. A variety of model equations will be first reviewed. Including the Westervelt equation and the Khokhlo-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) equation. The solution methods for these equations will then be discussed. We will first review methods for solving the linear wave equation, followed by methods for solving the nonlinear wave equation. The
applications of numerical modeling in transducer design and characterization, ultrasound imaging, and treatment planning will be presented. Finally, we will address future challenges of medical ultrasound modeling. Because the majority of ultrasound approaches only involve longitudinal waves, this review will not include shear wave modeling [5]-[7].

1.1. Model Equations

1.1.1. Westervelt Equation

The Westervelt equation recently emerged as a very popular method model equation for ultrasound modeling because of its high accuracy. The generalized Westervelt equation reads [8], [9]

$$\rho \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p \right) - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \delta \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \beta \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t^2} = 0, \quad (1.1)$$

where $\rho$ is the sound pressure, $c$ is the speed of sound, $\delta$ is the sound diffusivity, $\beta$ is the coefficient of nonlinearity, and $\rho$ is the ambient density. All parameters can be spatially varying functions. Note that Eq. (1.1) is different from the original Westervelt equation used to study parametric arrays [10], which does not take the medium heterogeneity into account. In Eq. (1.1), the first term takes diffraction into account. The third term accounts for attenuation. The last term introduces the quadratic nonlinearity. Several simplified versions can be derived from Eq. (1.1). For instance, the one-way Westervelt equation with retarded time can be found in [11]. By using constants for all acoustic parameters, the Westervelt equation for homogeneous media can be recovered [12]

$$\nabla^2 p - \frac{1}{c_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\delta_0}{c_0^3} \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta_0}{\rho_0 c_0^4} \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t^2} = 0, \quad (1.2)$$

where $c_0$, $\rho_0$, $\delta_0$ and $\beta_0$ are the acoustic parameters for the background medium. For axis-symmetrical problems, the Laplace operator can be rewritten in cylindrical coordinates [13]. The linear acoustic wave equation can be derived by setting $\beta_0$ to 0. So that
We do not intend to devote a separate section to the linear wave equation model [14]. It will be discussed within the Westervelt equation section. Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) are useful for studies on characterizing acoustic fields of transducers and comparing them with experimental data obtained from underwater measurement [15]. They are sometimes also used for approximately estimating the acoustic field in biological tissues [16] which are sometimes considered weakly heterogeneous. Eq. (1.3) is used when medium heterogeneity must be considered, e.g., studying the propagation of ultrasound beams through the skull [8], [17]. On the other hand, nonlinear Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) must be used when high-pressure ultrasound is present, e.g., lithotripsy [18], histotripsy [19], and tissue harmonic imaging (THI) [20]. Some studies have suggested that using the linear acoustic approximation could underestimate the temperature elevation in tissue [16]. Soneson and Myers examined the problem of determining the thresholds at which nonlinear effects become important [21]. The choice of using the nonlinear or linear wave equation also depends on the available computational resources. In general, solving the nonlinear or linear wave equation also depends on the available computational resources. In general, solving the nonlinear wave equation calls for considerably more refined spatial and temporal resolutions because the presence of higher harmonics, especially when high-pressure wave fields are simulated, as in the context of HIFU.

The Westervelt equation can be considered as a simplification of the Kuznetsov equation [22]. It is considered an appropriate approximation when local effects can be ignored, which is generally true when the propagation distance is much greater than a wavelength or sound beams are highly directional (e.g., quasi-plane waves) [23]. A recent study suggested that the Westervelt equation is accurate even for highly focused transducers (aperture angle at 80°) [24]. All in all, there seems to be a general consensus that the Westervelt equation is not only suitable for
numerical modeling but could also provide very accurate solutions to acoustic wave propagation for problems of interest in the medical ultrasound community. The suitability of the Westervelt equation for numerical modeling, however, still depends on the available computational and implementation resources.

One variation of Eqs. (1.1) – (1.3) occurs when considering arbitrary frequency-dependent absorption laws and dispersion. Although it is straightforward to consider there two phenomena in the frequency domain, it is intrinsically different to implement in the time domain. Eqs. (1.1) and (1.2) only consider the thermoviscous absorption, in which \( \delta_0 = 2\alpha_0 c_0^3/\omega^2 \) (\( \alpha_0 \) is the absorption coefficient and \( \omega \) is the angular frequency) and therefore the absorption is proportional to frequency squared. Dispersion is also not accounted for. To consider absorption following arbitrary power laws and dispersion due to thermal relaxation in tissue, a variety of approaches have been proposed [9], [25]-[30]. For example, Szabo derived a causal convolution operator that accounts for both power law absorption and dispersion [27]. This approach was later verified numerically [31] and modified by Chen and Holm [26]. Ochmann and Makarov used fractional derivative to account for the power law absorption [32]. Kelly and McGough proposed a hierarchical fractal network model to describe the power law absorption [29]. Treeby and Cox used a fractional Laplacian to model power law absorption and dispersion [25]. An alternative wave equation for homogeneous media was derived and reads

\[
\nabla^2 p - \frac{1}{c_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \left\{ \tau_0 \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left( -\nabla^2 \right)^{\gamma/2} + \eta_0 \left( -\nabla^2 \right)^{(\gamma+1)/2} \right\} p + \frac{\beta_0}{\rho_0 c_0^4} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} = 0, \tag{1.4}
\]

where \( \tau_0 \) and \( \eta_0 \) are two proportionality coefficients and \( \gamma \) is the power law exponent. This term yields a dispersion relation of the form

\[
\tilde{k}^2 = \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} + \frac{2\alpha_0 \omega^{\gamma+1}}{c_0} + \frac{2\alpha_0 \tan(\pi\gamma/2) \omega^{\gamma+1}}{c_0}, \tag{1.5}
\]
where $\tilde{k}$ is the complex wave number. Note that (1.4) is slightly different from [24, Eq. (28)], where the nonlinearity is not considered.

1.1.2. Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) Equation

Although the numerical ultrasound community has gradually gravitated toward the Westervelt equation in recent years, the KZK equation has been the most widely used equation because it is the simplest model which include diffraction, absorption, and nonlinear effects. The KZK equation accounting for energy losses was first published in 1971 [33] and there has been a tremendous amount of numerical investigation since then. The KZK equation can be viewed as the parabolic approximation of the Westervelt equation, and therefore it is less accurate in the near field and at a position off the main axis. In other words, wide-angled or steered beams [34] cannot be accurately modeled by the KZK equation. For a focused transducer, the KZK equation is in theory valid for waves traveling within 15° to 16° of the nominal axis of the beam (typically in the $z$-axis) [35], [36]. This is roughly equivalent to a f-number $>1.5$. In practice, however, it was found that the KZK equation can be relatively accurate in the frequency domain for f-number at 1.0 (about 25° off the nominal axis) [37]. The parabolic form of the wave which is the main advantage of the KZK equation. The KZK equation is an equation of evolution type and has the first-order derivative with respect to the propagation main axis, and it therefore inherently describes one-way wave propagation. The KZK equation for homogeneous, thermoviscous media can be written as [23]

$$\frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial x \partial t'} - \frac{c_0}{2} \nabla^2_1 p - \frac{\delta_0}{2c_0^3} \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t'^3} - \frac{\beta_0}{2\rho_0 c_0^3} \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t'^2} = 0,$$

(1.6)

where $t'$ is the retarded time ($t' = t - z/c_0$), and $\nabla^2_1 = (\partial^2/\partial x^2) + (\partial^2/\partial y^2)$ is the transverse Laplacian. In cylindrical coordinates, the transverse Laplacian is $\nabla^2_1 = (\partial^2/\partial r^2) + (1/r)(\partial/\partial r)$, [38]. By dropping $\nabla^2_1$ (i.e., diffraction), the KZK equation reduces to the Burgers equation. Eq.
(1.6), however, is rarely directly solved. Other forms of the KZK equation exist. For instance, by integrating both sides (1.6) with regard to time and taking arbitrary absorption and dispersion into account, we arrive at an extended KZK equation [39]

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial z} = \frac{c_0}{2} \int_{-\infty}^{t'} \nabla^2 p \, dt'' + \frac{\delta_0}{2c_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t'^2} + \frac{\beta_0 p}{\rho_0 c_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t'^2} + \sum_v \frac{c_v^0}{c_0^3} \int_{-\infty}^{t'} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t'^2} e^{-\frac{(t'-t'')}{\theta v}} \, dt'' = 0, \tag{1.7}
\]

where \(t_v\) is the relaxation time and \(c_v\) is the small-signal speed of sound increment for each relaxation process \(v\) (\(v = 1, 2, \ldots\)). Eq. (1.6) can be transformed into nondimensional form for simplification. For example, in Cartesian coordinates, (1.7) can be transformed into

\[
\frac{\partial P}{\partial \sigma} = \frac{1}{4} \int_{-\infty}^{t'} \left( \frac{1}{G_x} \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial X^2} + \frac{1}{G_y} \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial Y^2} \right) \, d\tau' + A \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial \tau^2} + N P \frac{\partial P}{\partial \tau} + \sum_v D_v \int_{-\infty}^{t'} \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial \tau'^2} e^{-\frac{(\tau-\tau'')}{\theta v}} \, d\tau'' = 0, \tag{1.8}
\]

for rectangular transducers [39], where

\[
P = p/p_0, \quad \tau = \omega_0 t', \quad X = x/a, \quad Y = y/b, \quad \sigma = z/d, \quad G_x = k_0 a^2/2d, \quad G_y = k_0 b^2/2d, \quad N = d/\bar{z}, \quad A = \alpha_0 d, \quad D_v = k_0 c_v^0 / c_0, \quad \theta_v = \omega_0 t_v.
\]

\(p_0\) is a characteristic pressure, \(\omega_0\) is a characteristic angular frequency, \(a\) and \(b\) are the characteristic lengths in the \(x\)- and \(y\)-directions, \(d\) is a characteristic length in the propagation direction, \(k_0 = \omega_0 / c_0\), \(\bar{z}\) is the plane wave shock formation distance \([= 1/(\beta \varepsilon k)\), where \(\varepsilon\) is the peak particle velocity Mach number], and \(\alpha_0\) is the thermoviscous absorption coefficient at the characteristic frequency. The dimensionless KZK equation in cylindrical coordinates can be found in [38] and [40], which is useful for axis-symmetrical problems, e.g., acoustic fields of circular apertures. Augmented KZK equations for heterogeneous media were derived by Jing and Cleveland [41] and Varslot and Taraldsen [42]. The KZK equation was validated by comparing it to the Westervelt equation both numerically and experimentally [13]. The error introduced by the parabolic approximation was examined in [35], [43], [44]. It was found that, for small-\(f\)-numbers (\(f\)-number = 1.5), the lateral beam-plot could exhibit 2 to 3 dB errors.

6
1.1.3. Other Equations

Although the Westervelt and KZK equation are the two most widely used equations for medical ultrasound modeling, other model equations also exist and will be briefly reviewed here. The Kuznetsov equation, which is considered to be a more accurate equation than the Westervelt equation for nondirectional beams and in the near field, can be written as [33]

\[
\frac{\partial^2 \phi}{\partial t^2} - c_0^2 \nabla^2 \phi = \frac{\partial}{\partial t} \left[ \frac{1}{\rho_0} \left( \mu_B + \frac{4}{3} \mu \right) \nabla^2 \phi + (\nabla \phi)^2 + \frac{\beta-1}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial t} \right)^2 \right],
\]

(1.9)

where \(\phi\) is the velocity potential, \(\mu_B\) is the coefficient of bulk viscosity, and \(\mu\) is the coefficient of shear viscosity. There is a direct relation between the diffusivity and the two coefficients [23]. Roughly on the same order of accuracy, an equation in terms of the acoustic pressure yields

\[
\nabla^2 p - \frac{1}{c_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\delta_0}{c_0^4} \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta_0}{\rho_0 c_0^4} \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t^2} + \left( \nabla^2 + \frac{1}{c_0^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \right) L = 0,
\]

(1.10)

where \(L\) is the Lagrangian density of acoustical energy [23], [24]. By dropping \(L\), Eq. (1.10) reduces to the Westervelt equation. Note that for plane progressive waves, \(L\) is exactly equal to zero. Directly solving Eq. (1.9) or (1.10) is extremely challenging and they have not been shown to be considerably more accurate than the Westervelt equation for medical ultrasound problems; therefore, they are rarely used in the medical ultrasound community. However, under the weakly nonlinear assumption, numerical studies using (1.9) and (1.10) were carried out. For example, the lossless, perturbed Kuznetsovs’s equations were solved by the finite element method and the solutions were compared with those of the KZK equation [43]. Equation (1.10) under the weakly nonlinear assumption was solved by the angular spectrum approach and was compared with the Westervelt equation for focused transducers [24]. It was found that the Westervelt equation is accurate even for highly focused transducers (aperture angle at 80°).

Another model equation is the spheroidal beam equation (SBE) [45]-[47]. Similar to the KZK equation, SBE is also a parabolic equation. It is, however, more suitable for focused
transducers due to the use of the oblate spheroidal coordinates. In addition, linear and nonlinear acoustic simulations showed that the SBE equation is more accurate than the KZK equation for focused transducers and is valid for an aperture half-angle up to 40° [45]. It should be pointed out that the SBE contains two different equations: one for the spherical wave region and the other for the focus region.

Furthermore, Kamakura et al. derived a wide-angle one-way wave equation using the split-step Padé approximation [48]. It was shown to be valid for an aperture half-angle up to 40°. Treeby et al. [49] and Tabei et al. [50] studied first-order wave equations and solved them using the k-space method. One advantage of using first-order wave equations is that the perfectly matched layer (PML) can be more easily incorporated [50], [51]. A PML is an artificial absorbing layer that is commonly used to minimize reflection from artificial boundaries of the computational domain. The first-order wave equations are particularly suited to be solved by time-domain methods, such as the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [52]. The nonlinear first-order wave equations read

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} &= -\frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p, \\
\frac{\partial \rho'}{\partial t} &= -(2\rho' + \rho) \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u}, \\
p &= c^2 \left( \rho' + \frac{B}{2A} \frac{\rho'^2}{\rho} - \hat{L} \rho' \right)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \mathbf{u} \) is the velocity vector, \( \rho' \) is the acoustic density, \( B/A \) is the nonlinearity parameter, and \( \hat{L} \) is a power-law absorption operator. For linear acoustics, it is sufficient to only consider two coupled equations (pressure-velocity formulation) [51]. An asymptotic model that extends parabolic approximation for acoustic fields of strongly focusing transducers was developed in [53].

Finally, while it is typically sufficient to consider only the quadratic nonlinearity term, it was argued that for some applications (e.g., extra-corporeal shock wave lithotripsy) where the
pressure is extremely high (> 100 MPa), cubic nonlinearity should also be taken into account. Wave equations with higher orders can be found in [54]-[57].

1.2. Solution Methods

This section will review solution methods for solving the above-mentioned linear wave equations, Westervelt equation, and KZK equation. Since analytical solutions only exist for few circumstances [43], [58]-[60], the focus of this section is purely numerical methods for two- and three-dimensional wave propagation. We will emphasize the methods used in the medical ultrasound community. There are some different developments in other areas, such as room-acoustics and geophysics. They will not be discussed in this dissertation, though. A recent review of this topic (solution methods) can be also found in [61].

1.2.1. Linear Wave Equation

Among the three equations, the linear wave equation [e.g., (1.3)] is the easiest to solve because the nonlinearity term vanishes. For linear wave equation in homogeneous media, several approaches are available for time-harmonic solutions and they include the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral [60], [62], fast near-field method (FNM) [63]-[65], and angular spectrum approach (ASA) [66]-[69]. Although the first approach is rather time-consuming, particularly in the near-field, the second approach specifically addresses this problem by using one-dimensional integrals. In particular, FNM removes the singularity in the integrand, resulting in a smooth integral which is evaluated using quadrature methods with spectral accuracy. The ASA is emerging as a widely used approach in medical ultrasound modeling because of its high accuracy and efficiency as it utilizes the 2D fast Fourier transform (FFT). In this approach, computing the acoustic field on a desired plane from a known plane requires only a single operation. For circularly symmetrical problems, the 2D Fourier transform can be reduced to the Hankel transform [70], although it is still not as
efficient as the 1D FFT. The errors of ASA due to discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and discretization as well as spatial aliasing are discussed in [71] and [72]. The spatial aliasing can be overcome by using the so-called “spatial propagator” as opposed to the “spectral propagator”. Alternatively, this error can be reduced by using an absorption layer [73]. Attenuation can be conveniently accounted for by considering a complex wave number [74]. Most recently, Koskela et al. [75] introduced a novel stochastic ray-tracing method to predict the HIFU fields. They verified the model using experiments on ex vivo tissue.

For transient solution, the spatial impulse response approach [76], [77] and ASA [70], [78] have been used. Although the spatial impulse response approach excels in computing the acoustic field at an arbitrary point, the ASA is more suited when the acoustic field on a certain plane is desired. The ASA is also capable of backward propagating the acoustic field: if the field on a plane away from the source is known, the field on another plane closer to the source can be extrapolated [66], [79]. Although the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral and spatial impulse response approaches can be applied to nonplanar/focused transducers, the ASA is more often used for planar transducers and the focusing can be achieved assuming phased arrays. Nevertheless, there have been some recent developments that extend the ASA to curved transducers [80], [81]. For example, in a hybrid method, the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral can be used first to calculate the acoustic field on a certain plane (an acoustic hologram), and then ASA method can be used to calculate the field on any plane parallel to that initial plane. The inclusion of attenuation and dispersion in these two approaches was discussed in [12], [82]. As ASA employs a frequency-domain formulation, it allows straightforward implementations of general dispersions [12].

For heterogeneous media, different approaches are typically required for solving the wave equation [e.g., Eq. (1.1) without the nonlinearity term]. One exception is layered structures with weak
contrast, where the ASA method can still be conveniently used [69], [83] with reasonable accuracy. A very recent paper developed a new, hybrid ASA method to deal with linear, heterogeneous media, although only up to the first order reflections were considered [84]. Three most commonly used approaches for solving the heterogeneous media wave equation in the medical ultrasound community are the FDTD method [85]-[88], pseudo-spectral time-domain method (PSTD) [89]-[96], and k-space time-domain (KSTD) method [50], [97]-[103], although they can also be used to study wave propagation in homogeneous media [52]. Although FDTD uses finite different to approximate the spatial derivative in the wave equation, the other two spectral approaches use the Fourier transform to compute the spatial derivative and are considerably more accurate with low numerical dispersion errors (not to be confused with the true physical dispersion due to the acoustic media). It must be emphasized that this is only the case when spectral methods are used to approximate smooth functions. When used to approximate fields with steep gradients or discontinuities (like shocked fields as well as some source functions), they could be less efficient than low-order methods. In general, the most commonly used FDTD scheme (fourth order in space and second order in time) requires 8 to 10 grid points per wavelength to achieve reasonably accurate results, whereas the other two approaches theoretically only need 2 grid points per wavelength for smooth fields [101]. The k-space method is considered more accurate or efficient than the pseudo-spectral method as it uses a semi-analytical time-stepping scheme [97], whereas the pseudo-spectral method uses finite-difference approximation. Consequently, the k-space method allows for a larger time-step and is less time-consuming [101]. Both of these two spectral methods have the so-called wrap-around problem, because the use of FFT implies that the acoustic field is periodic. The PML or absorption layer can be used to minimize this artifact [8], [50]. One drawback of the spectral methods is that their errors grow as the contrast (heterogeneity) becomes
greater [101]. This is, however, not a significant concern for problems encountered in medical ultrasound as the contrast is in general relatively small.

All three approaches can be applied to either the second-order wave equation or the first-order wave equations. When applied to the first-order wave equations, it is common to use staggered grids [50] for better accuracy. When applied to the second order wave equation and when heterogeneity of the density exists, it is common to define a normalized wave field $f = \frac{p}{\sqrt{\rho}}$ to remove the first-order derivative term in the wave equation [101]. For instance, (1.1), without the nonlinearity term, can be transformed into

$$\nabla^2 f - \frac{1}{c_0^2} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} = f \sqrt{\rho} \frac{\nabla^2}{\sqrt{\rho}} \frac{1}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} - 1 \right) \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} - \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 f}{\partial t^3} = 0,$$

(1.12)

The transformed equation with the nonlinearity term can be found in [8]. In some problems, a hybrid approach seems to be more efficient. For instance, Qiao et al. [104] used the Rayleigh-Sommerfeld integral first to compute the field on the posterior surface of the rib cage. The k-space was then used to estimate the field through the rib cage. In the last step, the ASA was used to simulate the field behind the rib. Finally, finite-difference frequency-domain methods and finite element methods (FEM) also exist [105], [106], but are not frequently used for medical ultrasound modeling.

1.2.2. Westervelt and KZK Equations

For homogeneous media, currently existing approaches for solving the nonlinear wave equation often use an operator-splitting scheme. In this scheme, the effects of diffraction, nonlinearity, and attenuation are computed separately using specialized numerical algorithms. Because these three effects are in fact interdependent, the operator-splitting scheme will inevitably introduce errors. However, these errors are reasonably small as long as small steps are taken [107]. Cleveland et al. [40, Appendix A] showed that as the step size approaches zero, the splitting
scheme exactly solves the original equation. Christopher and Parker used a scheme equivalent to a first-order operator-splitting scheme for nonlinear wave modeling [108]. Tavakkoli et al. applied a second-order operator-splitting (Strang splitting) scheme which allows for a larger step size [109] and has been widely used thereafter. Some mixed time-domain/frequency-domain methods use the operator splitting and FFT to take advantage of frequency-domain linear methods and superior time-domain nonlinear methods [107]. This section intends to focus on methods for solving the diffraction and nonlinearity. For the absorption, briefly, it can be solved either in the frequency-domain [110] or the time domain [38].

For the diffraction part, the solution methods used for solving the linear acoustic wave equation can be used. For instance, Tavakkoli et al. [109] and Khokhlova et al. [110] used the Rayleigh integral for solving the full diffraction field. Christopher and Parker used an exact formulation based on the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral to model full diffraction from axisymmetric transducers [108]. Zemp et al. used the ASA and addressed the sampling and aliasing issues [107]. It was found to be more computationally efficient than the Rayleigh integral. Similarly, Yuldashev and Khokhlova made use of the ASA for solving the diffraction term in the Westervelt equation [11]. Spatial filtering and artificial absorption were used to minimize numerical errors. They studied the acoustic field from a multi-element HIFU transducer. Berntsen, Lee and Hamilton used an implicit backward difference method in the near field and the Crank-Nicolson method beyond the near field for solving the diffraction term in the KZK equation [38], [111]. Their algorithm targets axisymmetric problems. This finite-difference approach was later adopted in [112], [113] for studying focused transducers and was improved by using the alternating direction implicit method and extended to non-axisymmetric problems [39], [114]. Very recently,
Hasani et al. further improved the accuracy of this finite-difference method using a five-point scheme [115].

For the nonlinearity part, solution methods can be divided into two groups: time-domain methods and frequency-domain methods. In general, frequency-domain methods are more suited to problems with weak nonlinearity whereas time-domain methods are advantageous for strongly nonlinear waves. This is because the computation time approximately increases as $M^2$ (where $M$ is the number of harmonics) for the frequency-domain methods. On the other hand, the computation time is proportional to $M$ for time-domain methods [38].

The first exclusively frequency-domain method was developed by Aanonsen et al. [116]. This method and its modified version were popular in the 1980s [117], [118] and 1990s [119]. In this approach, a Fourier series expansion of the pressure is substituted into the KZK equation and the resulting system of equations is solved using an implicit backward difference scheme. Later, Christopher and Parker used the frequency-domain solution to the Burgers’ equation to account for nonlinearity [108]. Khokhlova et al. developed a frequency-domain method that uses the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method [110]. To reduce the computational burden, the number of harmonics included in the solution gradually grew as the propagation distance increased. In their paper, the frequency-domain method was also compared with a time-domain method for its accuracy. An asymptotic spectral algorithm that enables modeling strongly nonlinear waves with shock fronts using a few number of harmonics (~30) was developed and used to study both plane wave propagation [120] and enhanced thermal effects in focused beams [121].

Time-domain methods were first introduced by Lee and Hamilton [38]. Implicit analytical solution (the Poisson solution) was used to solve for the nonlinear term [109], [122]. Varslot and Taraldsen used the method of characteristics to solve the nonlinearity term [42]. To achieve good
results, 10 to 15 samples per wavelength at the highest harmonic frequency were needed. To model highly nonlinear shock waves in the time-domain, Pinton and Trahey investigated the validity of Godunov’s method and the monotonic up wind scheme [18]. It was found that they are significantly more efficient than the implicit solution-based method. Yuldashev and Khokhlova used a hybrid method to model nonlinearity [11]. The frequency-domain method was used in the near field and the Godunov-type method [123] was used when the steepness of the wave profile exceeded a certain quantity.

Other approaches not using the splitting scheme are also reviewed here for completeness. Hallaj and his co-workers performed FDTD on the Westervelt equation using the cylindrical coordinates [16], [124]. Doinikov et al. implemented three-dimensional FDTD and compared numerical results with experimental data from a phased array [125]. Other demonstrations of FDTD for solving the full nonlinear wave equation can be found in [13], [126] and [127]. A modified ASA was introduced by Jing et al. to solve the Westervelt equation [12]. Similar to the ASA for solving the linear wave equation, this approach is capable of backward projection, which could extrapolate fields very close to the source plane (i.e., transient nonlinear acoustical holography) [128]. A recent paper proposed two improved stepping schemes for the modified ASA, which were shown to be considerably more efficient and accurate [129]. Under weakly nonlinear conditions, the modified ASA can be simplified to allow an arbitrary step size for rapid field estimation [130]. Huijssen and Verweij developed an iterative nonlinear contrast source (INCS) method for solving the Westervelt equation [131]. They treated the nonlinear term as a contrast source and used a filtered convolution method to minimize the computation [132]. When strong contrast sources are present (e.g., strong and inhomogeneous attenuation), the nonlinear contrast source can be linearized in order to resolve the convergence problem [133]. This approach
relies on the four-dimensional Fourier transform and therefore could require a large memory size for large scale problems. Unlike many other approaches which assume the main nonlinear distortion is in the direction normal to the transducer surface [42], [107], both methods (modified ASA and INCS methods) are free of any assumed wave-field directionality [12], [131]. This is considered more accurate, particularly for highly focused transducers and steered beams. Other researchers have used FEMs, although they are in general computationally less efficient [43], [134], [135].

Several numerical methods have been used to solve the nonlinear wave equation for heterogeneous media. For example, Pinton et al. implemented a FDTD algorithm that accounts for nonlinearity, heterogeneity, and frequency-dependent attenuation [9]. They used the algorithm to study ultrasound pulse propagating through a human abdominal wall. Jing et al. developed a k-space method based on the Westervelt equation [8]. They showed that the k-space method is superior to the FDTD method because it requires fewer grid points per wavelength. Only thermoviscous absorption was considered, however. Treeby et al. [49] developed the k-space method based on the first order nonlinear wave equation [i.e., Eq. (1.11)]. Treeby later improved this k-space method for strongly nonlinear problems by using non-uniform grids [136]. One-dimensional problems were demonstrated to validate the algorithm. The INCS method is intrinsically suited to modeling heterogeneous media [132], [137]. For example, Demi et al. studied nonlinear wave propagation in media with spatially inhomogeneous attenuation [138]. Varraay et al. [139] extended the ASA to modeling inhomogeneous nonlinearity coefficient and used their algorithm to generate B-mode images [140]. Jing and Cleveland derived a modified KZK equation for heterogeneous media [41]. They dealt with the spatial variation in the sound speed and nonlinearity using the Poisson solution. The term that accounts for the density
fluctuations was solved using a first-order finite difference scheme. Varlot and Taraldsen used an implicit Euler scheme to find the numerical solution for both the diffraction and the scattering [42]. The method of both Jing and Cleveland [41] and Varlot and Taraldsen [42] assume one-way propagation, and therefore ignore the high-order scattering. Albin et al. [141] solved the nonlinear acoustics Navier-Stokes equations using the Fourier continuation (FC) method. An array of rigid cylinders were considered as scatterers and the FC method was found to be highly efficient.

To close this section, a table (Table 1.1) is provided here to summarize and recap a selected group of modern ultrasound modeling algorithms. Studies comparing different algorithms can be found in [142]-[144]. Although it is difficult to assess exactly the computational load of each algorithm because they are highly problem-dependent, in general, spectral, one-way models are more computationally efficient than finite-difference or finite element based, full-wave models.

**Table 1.1.** A summary of modern ultrasound modeling algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Governing equation</th>
<th>Solution method</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christopher and Parker [69]</td>
<td>Linear wave equation, axisymmetric</td>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>Hankel transform was used. Valid for homogeneous/layered media with frequency dependent attenuation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher and Parker [108]*</td>
<td>Equivalent to the Westervelt equation, axisymmetric</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>A follow-up paper of [69]. Used ASA for the diffraction and solved the nonlinear part in the frequency-domain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee and Hamilton [38]*</td>
<td>KZK equation, axisymmetric</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>Solved the diffraction using finite-difference schemes and nonlinear part in the time-domain. Valid for thermoviscous, homogenous media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Model Type</td>
<td>Operator-Splitting</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland et al. [40]*</td>
<td>KZK equation, axisymmetric</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>A follow-up paper of [38]. A time-domain relaxation algorithm was demonstrated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tavakkoli et al. [109]*</td>
<td>KZK equation, axisymmetric</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>First paper that used a 2nd order operator-splitting scheme in nonlinear wave modeling. Valid for homogeneous media with frequency-dependent absorption and dispersion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu [90]+</td>
<td>Linearized, coupled first-order acoustic equations</td>
<td>PSTD</td>
<td>Valid for linear, heterogeneous, dispersionless media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallaj and Cleveland [16]*</td>
<td>Westervelt equation</td>
<td>FDTD</td>
<td>Valid for thermoviscous, homogeneous media.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuan et al. [52]+</td>
<td>Linearized, coupled first-order acoustic equations</td>
<td>FDTD</td>
<td>Valid for linear, heterogeneous media with relaxation dominated attenuation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamakura et al. [45]*</td>
<td>SBE</td>
<td>Frequency-domain, finite difference</td>
<td>Valid for thermoviscous, homogeneous media. Considered geometrically focused transducers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast et al. [101]+</td>
<td>Linear wave equation</td>
<td>KSTD</td>
<td>Valid for heterogeneous media. Nonlinearity and absorption were not considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Equation Type</td>
<td>Splitting Method</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khokhlova et al. [110], Filonenko and Khokhlova [145] *</td>
<td>KZK equation, axisymmetric</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>Solves both diffraction and nonlinear part in the frequency-domain, variable number of harmonics and spatial windows to optimize modeling shock wave propagation; power law of absorption with dispersion in [145].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabei et al. [50] *</td>
<td>Linearized, coupled first-order acoustic equations</td>
<td>KSTD</td>
<td>Valid for heterogeneous media with relaxation absorption. Nonlinearity was not considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement and Hynynen [83]</td>
<td>Linear wave equation</td>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>Valid for homogeneous/layered media with frequency dependent attenuation and dispersion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zemp et al. [107] *</td>
<td>Equivalent to the Westervelt equation</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>An extension of [108]. Solved the diffraction using ASA and nonlinear part in the frequency-domain. Attenuation is combined with the nonlinear substep. Valid for homogeneous media with frequency dependent attenuation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varslot and Taraldsen [42] *</td>
<td>Modified KZK and Westervelt equations</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>Solved the diffraction using either a finite difference scheme or a pseudo-differential model. The nonlinear part was solved using the method of characteristics. Power-law absorption was considered. Heterogeneities were considered but multiple scatterings were not taken into account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>Equations</td>
<td>Splitting Method</td>
<td>Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varslot and Taraldsen [42]*</td>
<td>Modified KZK and Westervelt equations</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>Solved the diffraction using either a finite difference scheme or a pseudo-differential model. The nonlinear part was solved using the method of characteristics. Power-law absorption was considered. Heterogeneities were considered but multiple scatterings were not taken into account.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khokhlova et al. [114]*</td>
<td>KZK equation, 3D</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>Solves nonlinear part in the time-domain; diffraction, absorption, and dispersion part in the frequency-domain; power law of absorption with dispersion for short pulses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canney et al. [37], Bessonova et al. [146]*</td>
<td>KZK equation, axisymmetric</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>Combined frequency and time-domain for the nonlinear term, Godunov-type algorithm is used for modeling shock wave propagation; boundary condition set based on measurement in [37].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huijssen and Verweij [131]*</td>
<td>Westervelt equation</td>
<td>INCS</td>
<td>Valid for heterogeneous media with frequency-dependent absorption and dispersion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuldashev and Khokhlova [11], Kreider et al. [15]*</td>
<td>Westervelt equation</td>
<td>Operator-splitting</td>
<td>Diffraction in k-space and frequency domain; nonlinear term both in frequency and time-domains; Godunov-type algorithm for modeling shock wave propagation; boundary condition obtained from acoustic holography measurements in [15].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1.1. (continued).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jing et al. [129], [12]*</th>
<th>Westervelt equation</th>
<th>Modified ASA</th>
<th>Valid for homogeneous media with arbitrary absorption and dispersion.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treeby et al. [49] and Jing et al. [8]*+</td>
<td>Westervelt equation [8] or coupled nonlinear wave equations [49]</td>
<td>KSTD</td>
<td>Both valid for heterogeneous media. Jing et al. [8] only considered thermoviscous media while Treeby et al. [49] considered power law absorption.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* the corresponding method models nonlinear wave propagation
+ the corresponding method is a full-wave method: no parabolic approximation; considers multiple scattering

1.3. Applications

Numerical modeling of medical ultrasound has a wide range of applications for both ultrasound imaging and therapeutic ultrasound. This section discusses its applications in four main categories.

1.3.1. Transducer Design

Numerical modeling greatly facilitates transducer design. A series of iterative modeling steps can be performed to obtain the optimal transducer design and shed light on how a certain variable (e.g., frequency, focal length, etc.) affects the acoustic field. For example, Al-Bataineh et al. [147] used the k-space method to design transducer arrays for prostate cancer treatment. The design was validated by using MRI thermometry. Pajek and Hynynen [148] designed semi-spherical arrays for stroke treatment using numerical simulations. It was found that extremely high powers are needed to achieve inertial cavitation transcranially above 1 MHz. Zeng et al. [149] utilized a waveform-diversity-based approach for optimizing three-dimensional power depositions generated by ultrasound phased arrays. Heat volume within the tumor was increased with simultaneously decreased normal tissue heating. Baron et al. [150] used the FDTD method to
study intracranial acoustic fields in clinical trials of sonothrombolysis. Their model has been proven useful for transducer design for sonothrombolysis. They concluded that the hemorrhages observed in the TRUMBI study are possibly due to standing waves formed in the brain at a low frequency. Newer therapeutic applications such as histotripsy that rely on very high pressure levels and the presence of shock fronts at the focus require transducers specifically designed for these applications. Recently a method to determine parameters of transducers to achieve shock formation regimes and certain shock amplitudes at the focus was developed based on the multi-parametric modeling of the KZK equation [151]. Other studies on this topic can be found in [152]-[158].

1.3.2. Transducer Acoustic Field Characterization

Exact knowledge of the acoustic field including side lobes and focal dimensions of the field produced by a transducer is critically important in evaluating its efficacy and safety. Accurate measurement of the four-dimensional field (x, y, z, and time t) could be challenging and unrealistically time-consuming, particularly at high frequencies. For highly nonlinear fields, the hydrophone could also be readily damaged by cavitation. Numerical modeling has been used as an important adjunct for transducer characterization. In this case, a numerical model including both a governing wave equation and a boundary condition that corresponds to a certain ultrasound transducer will be used. Setting a realistic boundary condition to the Westervelt or KZK models is an important and nontrivial problem for obtaining a correct solution that corresponds to the experiment. Acoustic holography or back-projection method has been developed and validated for single-element transducers operating in both continuous wave (CW) [159] and transient [160] cases and for transducer arrays [15] to obtain realistic distribution of vibrational velocity or acoustic pressure at the transducer surface. Clement and Hynynen [66] used the ASA to implement forward and backward projection and to characterize phased array transducers. For nonlinear
fields, Jing and coworkers [128], [129] demonstrated that a transient nonlinear acoustical holography could be used to characterize HIFU transducers. This type of approach has been recognized to be the most accurate, and the IEC standard for characterizing high-intensity fields includes a normative annex on acoustic holography (back-projection) methods [161]. Simpler methods of varying parameters of a boundary condition, typically, the aperture and acoustic pressure of a single-element source, to match experimentally measured beam scans on the axis and in the focal plane, can be also used. It has been shown that the KZK equation with the boundary condition set in this way provides accurate results for nonlinear pressure fields in the focal region of the beam for transducers with up 80° focusing angle [37]. Similar approaches were adopted by Bessonova and Wilkens [162] and Chen et al. [163] to examine focused transducers. Chen et al., however, chose the SBE as the governing equation. A method of setting a boundary condition by direct measurement of acoustic field close to the source has been used to characterize the field of a clinical shockwave therapy device [164].

KZK equation for wave propagation in water written in dimensionless form contains only two parameters that are combinations of the transducer and propagation medium parameters. For practical applications, besides developing new codes, already existing data of multi-parametric modeling of the KZK equation for a focused piston source can be useful for evaluation of the degree of nonlinear effects and corresponding outputs for quasilinear propagation condition, shock formation, and saturation regimes in water [146]. Again, the parameters of the equivalent single-element source for the KZK model can be determined by matching beam scans measured at low power level to the linear solution of the KZK equation. More relevant literatures on transducer characterization can be found in [11], [15], [160], [165], and [166].
1.3.3. Ultrasound Imaging

Numerical modeling helps researchers better understand the limitation of ultrasound imaging and validate or improve methodologies [167]-[175]. It also facilitates imaging approaches such as the full waveform tomography (FWT) and photo-acoustic tomography (PAT). For example, Li and Zagzebski [176], Treeby et al. [177] investigated B-mode and tissue harmonic imaging using numerically acquired pulse echoes. Pinton et al. [20] used an FDTD algorithm to study sources of image degradation in fundamental and harmonic ultrasound imaging. Van Neer et al. [4] numerically studied and compared fundamental, second harmonic, and super-harmonic echocardiography at their optimal transmission frequencies. Several papers studied the phase aberration in tissue and discussed its effect on imaging [87], [178], [179]. In FWT, ultrasound modeling plays an indispensable role. FWT is an iterative approach for generating quantitative images of sound speed and attenuation. Each iteration involves at least two full wave propagation problems (forward and backward propagation). FWT is emerging as a powerful imaging approach and has been recently applied to breast imaging [180]-[182]. Another area that heavily utilizes ultrasound modeling is PAT, particularly when the time-reversal approach is adopted. Treeby et al. [183] used the k-space method and demonstrated how received photo-acoustic signals can be numerically back-propagated to generate PAT images in absorptive media. Treeby and other researchers have followed along this line and applied PAT to areas such as brain imaging [184]-[186]. In PAT, linear acoustics is typically assumed because of the low pressure involved.

1.3.4. Treatment Planning

HIFU treatment planning relies on numerical modeling to predict the pressure distribution and temperature elevation in a patient’s body. In return, it provides guidance on the needed phase delays and “dose” for the treatment and optimizes the outcome of the therapy. In general, a
patient’s CT or MRI images are used as input for the numerical modeling. Treatment planning is especially important for brain therapy (e.g., treating essential tremor, stoke, brain tumor, etc.), because the phase distortion due to the skull has to be compensated. Clement and Hynynen [187] used a modified ASA to estimate the required phased delay on each element to focus ultrasound beams through skulls. CT images of the skulls are used as the input to provide the density and speed of sound. This approach has been successfully applied to clinical studies [3]. Aubry et al. [188] and Jing et al. [189] used time-domain, full scattering methods to estimate the phase delay. Although more time-consuming than the ASA method, their approaches could be more accurate at megahertz range. A similar topic is transcostal beam focusing and relevant studies can be found in [104], [190]. Solovchuk et al. [191] studied the importance of nonlinear wave propagation on treatment planning. They found that the temperature rise can be strongly enhanced by nonlinear waves. Wu et al. [192] developed an integrated tool for HIFU treatment planning that includes ultrasound simulation and interactive visualization. For other research on this topic, the readers are referred to [17], [193]-[196]. It is worth mentioning that, ultrasound modeling models will only perform as well as they are trusted to produce reliable outcomes. This trust should be understood by evaluating uncertainties that could affect the algorithms. Sinden and Haar discussed three types of uncertainties in treatment planning and their impact [197]: errors in segmentation of images and acoustic and thermal parameters of tissue; image registration errors, and artifacts due to organ motion and deformation. Vaughan and Hynynen specifically looked at the effects of parameter errors (speed of sound and CT data errors) in the simulation of transcranial focused ultrasound [198]. It was found that the predicted pressure can change a few percent because of the parameter errors they considered.
1.4. Discussion

There has been a tremendous amount of development in medical ultrasound modeling over the past twenty years. In addition, there is a trend of making ultrasound modeling algorithms freely available by the developers. Seven types of popular open-source softwares on medical ultrasound modeling are listed in Table 1.2, although in fact there are more than seven types of software packages available in the public domain. The open source software packages have generated a strong, positive impact and moved medical ultrasound forward. For instance, the k-Wave software [199] (based on the k-space method), released in 2010, was quickly adopted by the medical ultrasound community and used widely to study PAT and ultrasound imaging [184]-[186], [200]. While being optimistic overall, we must point out that several challenges still exist for ultrasound modeling. Computational speed is still a concern even though current computers are much more powerful than twenty years ago and modeling algorithms have been improved. This is particularly a problem for shock wave modeling (e.g., histotripsy and boiling histotripsy), which calls for both extremely fine spatial and temporal resolutions. There are some methods that could help reduce the temporal resolution, such as the Godunov’s method [11], Gagenbauer reconstructions [201], and a modified spectral method [120]. Nevertheless, there are no efficient ways to deal with the discontinuity in the spatial domain caused by shock waves. Even for linear wave modeling, a dramatic speed-up could be beneficial. For example, real-time or quasi-real-time treatment planning could reduce both the waiting time for the patients and the cost [189]. The most efficient approaches (ASA or k-space) used in medical ultrasound still require at least 2 grid points per smallest wavelength simulated. An algorithm that breaks this limit while remains accurate could be a breakthrough. The ultra-weak variational formulation (UWVF) seems to meet this requirement [202]. This approach, however, could have stability problems and has not been widely
used. Other than further improving modeling algorithms, researchers have also investigated the use of parallel computing [102], [105] and graphic processing units (GPU) [8], [177], [199], [203]-[206] for faster modeling. For example, almost one order of magnitude speed-up using single GPUs was reported in [8]. As a final remark, realistic modeling of ultrasound interacting with biological tissue is always desired, but may be quite challenging because of the complex nature of the in vivo environment. In addition, when cavitation and/or boiling occurs, the widely varying stochastic nature of cavitation strongly limits the applicability of existing computer models to treatment planning scenarios. Articles addressing these problems are scarce [207]-[209] and clearly more extensive studies are warranted. For example, the wave equation could be coupled with the acoustic streaming hydrodynamic equations or bubble dynamics equations to study their effects on tissue heating [210].

Table 1.2. A summary of currently existing open-source software for ultrasound modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Nonlinearity</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
<th>GPU support</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Field II [211]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCUS [63]</td>
<td>KZK-based</td>
<td>Layered structures</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abersim [212]</td>
<td>Westervelt/KZK-based</td>
<td>Random phase layer</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZK Texas/Bergen code [38], [111]</td>
<td>KZK-based</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-WAVE [199]</td>
<td>Westervelt-based</td>
<td>Arbitrary heterogeneity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIFU simulator [213]</td>
<td>KZK-based</td>
<td>Layered structures</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREANUIS [140]</td>
<td>Westervelt-based</td>
<td>Inhomogeneous nonlinearity coefficients</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 2

TRIENT MIXED DOMAIN METHOD

The work presented in this chapter is in published in IEEE Transaction on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectronics, and Frequency Control [223].

A mixed domain method (MDM) is presented in this chapter for modeling one-way linear/nonlinear wave propagation in biological tissue with arbitrary heterogeneities, in which sound speed, density, attenuation coefficients and nonlinear coefficients are all spatially varying functions. The present method is based on solving an integral equation derived from a Westervelt-like equation. One-dimensional problems are first studied to verify the MDM and to reveal its limitations. It is shown that this method is accurate for cases with small variation of sound speed. A two-dimensional case is further studied with focused ultrasound beams to validate the application of the method in the medical field. Results from the MATLAB toolbox k-Wave are used as the benchmark. Normalized root-mean-square (RMS) error estimated at the focus of the transducer is 0.0133 when the coarsest mesh (1/3 of the wavelength) is used in the MDM. Fundamental and second-harmonic fields throughout the considered computational domains are compared and good agreement is observed. In overall, the MDM is demonstrated to be a computationally efficient and accurate method when used to model wave propagation in biological tissue with relatively weak heterogeneities.

2.1. Introduction

HIFU has received a great deal of attention in recent years due to its non-invasive characteristic. HIFU has been applied to treating a variety of diseases such as uterine fibroids [214], breast cancer [215], [216], brain tumor [217], stroke [218], pancreatic cancer [219], [220],
among others. One challenge to the expansion of HIFU technology is the need to fully understand and compensate for the potential of excessive heating and unwanted cavitation to damage healthy tissue. Fast, accurate characterization of the waveform and pressure distribution is crucial for both scientific investigation and clinical translation of HIFU techniques. Direct measurement of acoustic wave pressure and temperature fields inside tissue is extremely difficult and suffers from various types of hydrophone measurement errors and viscous heating artifacts when using thermocouples. Numerical acoustic wave propagation models can be utilized as an alternative or adjunctive approach to study the safety and effectiveness of HIFU devices under a broader range of conditions than can be investigated experimentally. Another advantage of numerical modeling is that it could facilitate treatment planning [189], [192], [221] and transducer design [148], [149] with reduced cost when compared to experimental testing using real transducers.

During the last two decades, many studies have focused on numerical modeling of ultrasound propagation in tissue-like media. A time-domain numerical model is presented in [109] for studying HIFU in homogeneous media. Diffraction, nonlinearity and absorption effects are treated independently using the method of fractional steps with a second-order operator-splitting algorithm. To investigate the pressure and temperature distribution from focused ultrasound, researchers have used a FDTD method to model the propagation of a finite-amplitude sound in homogeneous thermos-viscous fluids [16]. Though the finite difference method is a powerful technique for modeling wave propagation, it can be time-consuming as very fine spatial and temporal resolutions may be required. Clement and Hynynen [66] investigated the forward and backward projection of linear acoustic fields in homogeneous media with the ASA. A modified ASA was proposed and evaluated in [12], [129] for homogeneous media with nonlinearity considered. However, these methods are not sufficient because they assume homogeneous media,
but the biological tissue is heterogeneous and may have complicated geometries. This is
confounded by the fact that the larger the transducer aperture is (to achieve a sharper focusing),
the stronger the defocusing is, since heterogeneities distort the wave front. The ability to capture
the defocusing in a numerical model is critically important for HIFU safety evaluation.

A wide spectrum of wave solvers have been developed for modeling wave propagation in
heterogeneous media. An INCS method was developed [138] to model wave propagation in
heterogeneous media. Liu [90] proposed a pseudo-spectral time-domain algorithm to solve large-
scale problems for acoustic waves in multidimensional, heterogeneous, absorptive media. Varslot
and Taraldsen [42] derived a one-way wave equation which permits smooth variation in all
acoustically important variables. Both finite difference and angular spectrum methods are applied
for numerical implementation. A second-order wave equation describing nonlinear wave
propagation in heterogeneous, attenuating media is solved numerically with the FDTD method by
Pinton et al. [9]. An algorithm for modeling shock wave propagation in weakly heterogeneous and
lossless media was proposed in [222]. A k-space time-domain method for modeling of wave
propagation in heterogeneous media was investigated by Mast et al. [101] and was later extended
to take nonlinear wave propagation into account [8], [49]. Clement and Hynynen [83] combined
the ASA with ray theory to describe the propagation of ultrasound through randomly oriented,
dissipative, layered media. Vyas and Christensen [84] modified the traditional ASA for simulating
linear wave propagation in inhomogeneous media. For a more extensive literature review, the
readers are referred to chapter 1 or a recent reviewer paper [1].

The MDM is presented in this chapter for modeling linear/nonlinear wave propagation in
dissipative, weakly heterogeneous media, which are considered good approximations for soft
tissue. The methodology of MDM is presented in section 2.2. This method is based on solving a
Westervelt-like equation and it utilizes an implicit analytical solution derived by Jing et al. [129], [12]. The implicit analytical solution calculates results in the frequency domain and is able to model one-way wave propagation in soft tissue with variations in sound speed, density, attenuation coefficient, and nonlinearity coefficient. Two sets of problems are studied in this chapter and are described in section 2.3. The first set of problems are one-dimensional (1D) problems. Four separate cases are studied: media with inhomogeneous speed of sound; media with inhomogeneous density; media with inhomogeneous attenuation; and media with inhomogeneous nonlinearity. Analytical solutions are used as benchmarks for the first two cases. Simulation results obtained from toolbox k-Wave [199] are used as the benchmark for the last two cases. The second set of problems are two-dimensional (2D) with focused ultrasound beams and involve a more realistic medium. k-Wave results are used as the benchmark. To fully validate the accuracy of the MDM, we consider heterogeneities in the speed of sound, density, attenuation coefficient, and nonlinearity coefficient in a progressive manner. Results are compared in the time-domain as well as in the frequency-domain. Discussion and conclusion can be found in sections 2.4 and 2.5.

2.2. Governing Equation and Method

A Westervelt-like equation is first employed to describe the wave propagation in heterogeneous media [23]:

\[
\rho \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p \right) - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{\rho c^3} \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t^2} = 0,
\]

(2.1)

where \( p \) is the acoustic pressure; \( \rho \) is the ambient density; \( c \) is the speed of sound; \( \delta \) is the sound diffusivity and \( \delta = 2 \alpha_{NP} c^3 / \omega^2 \), where \( \alpha_{NP} \) is the attenuation coefficient with unit Np/m, \( \omega \) is the angular frequency; \( \beta \) is the nonlinearity coefficient. All material parameters are spatially varying functions, providing great flexibility to the model. It was also demonstrated that the Westervelt equation is accurate for strongly focused transducers [24]. By applying the normalized wave field
\[ p = f \times \sqrt{\rho}, \text{ Eq. (2.1) becomes} \]
\[
\nabla^2 f - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} = f \sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} \right) \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 f}{\partial t^3} - \frac{\beta}{\sqrt{\rho} c^4} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2}. \tag{2.2}
\]

By performing the Fourier transform with respect to time \( t \), Eq. (2.2) becomes
\[
\nabla^2 F_t(f) + \tilde{k}^2 F_t(f) = \sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} \right) F_t(f) + \frac{i \delta \omega^3}{c^4} F_t(f) + \frac{\beta \omega^2}{\sqrt{\rho} c^4} F_t(f^2), \tag{2.3}
\]
where \( F_t \) is the Fourier transform operator in the time domain and \( \tilde{k}^2 = \omega^2/c^2 \). To satisfy both the power law attenuation and Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation [224]-[226], we have [227]
\[
\tilde{k} = \frac{\omega}{c} - \frac{\alpha (-i)^y \omega^y}{\cos(\pi y/2)}, \tag{2.4}
\]
where \( y \) is the power law exponent. By neglecting the second-order attenuation terms and recognizing that \((-i)^y = \cos(\pi y/2) - i \sin(\pi y/2)\), the following equation can be obtained [25]
\[
\tilde{k}^2 = \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} + \frac{2 \alpha \tan(\pi y/2) \omega^{y+1}}{c}, \tag{2.5}
\]
The imaginary part of Eq. (2.5) corresponds to the dispersion and the third term accounts for the attenuation. We drop the imaginary part in Eq. (2.5) as attenuation has already been considered in Eq. (2.1) or Eq. (2.2). Now Eq. (2.5) is simplified to
\[
\tilde{k}^2 = \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} + \frac{2 \alpha \tan(\pi y/2) \omega^{y+1}}{c}. \tag{2.6}
\]
Replacing \( \tilde{k}^2 \) in Eq. (2.3) with Eq. (2.6) yields
\[
\nabla^2 F_t(f) + \left( \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} + \frac{2 \alpha \tan(\pi y/2) \omega^{y+1}}{c} \right) F_t(f) = \sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} \right) F_t(f) + \frac{i \delta \omega^3}{c^4} F_t(f) + \frac{\beta \omega^2}{\sqrt{\rho} c^4} F_t(f^2). \tag{2.7}
\]
By performing an inverse temporal Fourier transform to Eq. (2.7), a wave equation satisfying Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation is given [227]
\[
\nabla^2 f - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} = f \sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} \right) \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 f}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{\sqrt{\rho} c^4} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2}. \tag{2.8}
\]
Alternatively, the Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation can be applied to Eq. (2.1) directly by
replacing the speed of sound $c$ with $c_p$ and $c_p = \left(\frac{1}{c} + \alpha_0 \tan(\pi y/2) \omega y^{-1}\right)^{-1}$, where $\alpha_0 = \alpha_{NP} \omega^{-y}$. Other models for dispersion and absorption are discussed in [26], [27], [30], [106], [227] and [228]. By performing Fourier transform to Eq. (2.8) with respect to $x$, $y$ and $t$, we have

$$\frac{\partial^2 \hat{F}}{\partial z^2} + K^2 \hat{F} = F_{xy}\left\{\sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} - \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left(\frac{\epsilon_0^2}{\epsilon^2} - 1\right) - \frac{2\alpha \tan(\pi y/2) \omega y^{-1}}{c} + \frac{i\delta \omega^3}{c^4}\right\} F_t(f)\right\} + \right\} + F_{xy}\left(\beta \omega^2 \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho} c^4} F_t(f^2)\right), \tag{2.9}$$

where $\hat{F}$ is the Fourier transform of $f$ in $x$, $y$ and $t$; $F_{xy}$ is the Fourier transform operator in $x$- and $y$- dimensions; $c_0$ is the background sound speed and

$$K^2 = \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} - k_x^2 - k_y^2, \tag{2.10}$$

where $k_x$ and $k_y$ are wavenumbers in $x$ and $y$ dimensions. For forward one-way propagation, the solution to Eq. (2.9) can be derived from the one-dimensional Green’s function in an integral form [12], such that

$$\tilde{F}(z) = \tilde{F}(0)e^{ikz} + \frac{e^{ikz}}{2iK} \int_0^z e^{-ikz'} M(f(z'))dz', \tag{2.11}$$

where

$$M = \left\{\sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} - \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left(\frac{\epsilon_0^2}{\epsilon^2} - 1\right) - \frac{2\alpha \tan(\pi y/2) \omega y^{-1}}{c} + \frac{i\delta \omega^3}{c^4}\right\} F_t(f)\right\} + \right\} + F_{xy}\left(\beta \omega^2 \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho} c^4} F_t(f^2)\right). \tag{2.12}$$

By applying the inverse Fourier Transform to $\tilde{F}(z)$ in Eq. (2.11), the acoustic pressure $p$ can be recovered by $f \times \sqrt{\rho}$. This method is a mixed domain method because Eq. (2.11) indicates that operations are needed in both the real physical domain $(x$ and $y$) and the wave-vector domain $(k_x$ and $k_y$). The term $\sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 (1/\sqrt{\rho})$ in Eq. (2.12) accounts for the variation of density, followed by the terms that account for the variation of sound speed, attenuation, and dispersion. The last term in Eq. (2.12) outside the brace considers the variation of nonlinearity. Equation (2.11) can be
solved with a Simpson-like integral [129], which is implemented in this study. In this way, the acoustic fields on planes parallel to the $x$-$y$ plane can be extrapolated with a step size $dz$. One limitation of the proposed method is that, when modeling media with inhomogeneous speed of sound, it is only accurate for weak heterogeneities (Appendix).

2.3. Simulation Results

2.3.1. One-dimensional Simulation Results

We first investigate a set of one-dimensional problems. Four separate cases are studied: media with inhomogeneous speed of sound; media with inhomogeneous density; media with inhomogeneous attenuation; and media with inhomogeneous nonlinearity. We use analytical solutions as benchmark solutions for the first two cases and k-Wave results as the benchmark for the last two cases. k-Wave is a software package for simulating linear/nonlinear wave propagation using the k-space time-domain method [199]. A Gaussian modulated pulse is used and is expressed as

$$p_{\text{source}} = p_0 \exp(-t^2 f_c^2/2)\sin(2\pi f_c t), \quad (2.13)$$

where $p_0 = 1$ Pa is the magnitude of the pulse; the center frequency of the pulse $f_c$ is 1 MHz. For a two-step stair-like medium with speed $c_{m1}$ in the first half of the domain and $c_{m2}$ in the second half, and with a total propagation distance of $z$, the analytical solution is [230]

$$p_{\text{speed}} = T_c p_0 \exp(-t_c^2 f_c^2/2)\sin(2\pi f_c t_c), \quad (2.14)$$

where $t_c = z/2c_{m1} + z/2c_{m2}$ and $T_c = 2c_{m2}/(c_{m1} + c_{m2})$. For a two-step stair-like medium with density $\rho_{m1}$ in the first half of the domain and $\rho_{m2}$ in the second half, sound speed of $c$, and a total propagation distance of $z$, the analytical solution is [230]

$$p_{\text{density}} = T_p p_0 \exp(-t_p^2 f_c^2/2)\sin(2\pi f_c t_p), \quad (2.15)$$

where $t_p = z/c$ and $T_p = 2\rho_{m2}/(\rho_{m1} + \rho_{m2})$. The accuracy of the model is quantified by
calculating the normalized root mean square (RMS) error which is defined as [84]

\[ \Delta_{n\text{rms}} = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} |p_{MDM}(i) - p_{benchmark}(i)|^2}{N}} \]  

where \( p_{MDM}(i) \) and \( p_{benchmark}(i) \) are normalized pressures calculated with the MDM and the benchmark method, respectively. \( N \) is the number of sampling points. In this 1D case, results are obtained at a certain receiver location (21 mm away from the source) and the points are sampled in the time-domain. Step size \( dz \) does not significantly affect the result for this special case with only one interface and it is chosen as \( 1/27\lambda \).

Figure 2.1 illustrates the results for the wave propagation in a 1D inhomogeneous medium with sound speed variation only. The total computational domain is 21 mm long. The received signal is recorded at the end of the computational domain. In Fig. 2.1(a), the sound speed for the first half of the computational domain is 1500 m/s, while it is 1575 m/s for the second half, indicating a relatively small contrast ratio of 1.05. In Fig. 2.1(b), the sound speed within the second half of the computational domain is increased to 1725 m/s, indicating a stronger contrast ratio of
1.15. Analytical solution for these two cases is Eq. (2.14). When wave propagates in the weakly heterogeneous medium, simulation results from the MDM are very close to the analytical results. More appreciable phase difference and amplitude difference can be observed in Fig. 2.1(b). In fact, the amplitude of the pulse remains almost unchanged for the MDM. These observations are consistent with the expectation that the MDM works better for weakly heterogeneous media and the transmission coefficient due to speed of sound variation is not considered (Appendix). On the other hand, the MDM does take the phase change into account, though the accuracy also depends on the contrast of the heterogeneity. The RMS errors are 0.0135 and 0.1465 for the two cases, respectively. The proof that MDM currently works the best for weakly heterogeneous media (in speed of sound) is presented in the Appendix. It demonstrates that the MDM does not take the transmission coefficient due to sound speed variation into account, and the phase change is modeled most accurately when the sound speed contrast is low.
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**Figure 2.2** Comparison between the MDM and analytical solution for the 1D case with (a) weak density contrast and (b) stronger density contrast.

Figure 2.2 records signals for the wave propagation in a 1D inhomogeneous medium with density variation only. In Fig. 2.2(a), the density for the first half of the computational domain is
1000 kg/m$^3$, while at the second half is 1050 kg/m$^3$, indicating a relatively small contrast ratio of 1.05. In Fig. 2.2(b), the density within the second half of the computational domain is increased to 1150 kg/m$^3$, indicating a stronger contrast ratio of 1.15. Analytical solution for the two cases is Eq. (2.15). The RMS errors for the cases with weak and stronger contrast are 0.0005 and 0.0052, respectively. Amplitudes of the main waveforms for the MDM and k-Wave results agree well for both weak and stronger contrast cases, indicating that the MDM does take the transmission coefficient into account in this case. The analytically predicted transmission coefficients for the two cases are 1.0243 and 1.0698, whereas the numerically estimated transmission coefficients are 1.0247 and 1.0636.

**Figure 2.3** (a) Attenuation coefficients and (b) frequency-dependent sound speed are obtained with the MDM at different frequencies for power law exponents of 1.1, 1.5 and 1.9. Analytical values are presented for comparisons.
Attenuation and dispersion play very important roles in ultrasound propagation. While attenuation limits the depth that ultrasound can reach in tissues, dispersion can distort the waveform of ultrasound. The MDM considers both power law attenuation and Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation and can be readily used for modeling arbitrary dispersion and arbitrarily frequency-dependent attenuation as the algorithm operates in the frequency-domain. To demonstrate the ability of the MDM to correctly model power law absorption and dispersion, the propagation of the Gaussian modulated wave through 1D homogeneous absorbing media with different central frequencies ranging from 1 MHz to 8 MHz is studied. In the simulation, the reference speed of sound is 1500 m/s and density is 1000 kg/m$^3$. The attenuation coefficient is chosen as 0.75 dB · MHz$^{-y}$ · cm$^{-1}$ for the whole domain. Attenuation coefficients and frequency-dependent sound speed are extracted from the time series recorded at two positions using the relations [25]

$$
\alpha_{dB} = \frac{-20 \log_{10}(A_2/A_1)}{100d},
$$

(2.17)
\[ c_p = -\frac{\omega d}{\phi_2 - \phi_1} \]  

(2.18)

where \( \alpha_{dB} \) is the attenuation coefficient in unit of dB/cm, \( A_{1,2} \) and \( \phi_{1,2} \) are the single-sided amplitudes and phase spectra, \( d \) is the propagation distance in meters and it is 0.005 m. Analytical values of the attenuation coefficient is calculated with \( \alpha_{dB} = \alpha f^y \), where \( \alpha \) is in unit dB \( \cdot \) MHz \(^{-y} \) \( \cdot \) cm\(^{-1} \); frequency-dependent sound speed is calculated with \( \frac{1}{c_p} = \frac{1}{c_{\omega_0}} + \alpha_0 \tan(\pi y/2)(\omega^y - 1 - \omega_0^y) \), where \( \omega_0 \) is chosen to be 1 MHz and the corresponding \( c_{\omega_0} \) is extracted from the simulated data. Fig. 2.3(a) and Fig. 2.3(b) illustrate the attenuation coefficient and the sound speed as a function of frequency for power law exponents of 1.1, 1.5 and 1.9. Simulation and analytical results match very well. Results for the wave propagating in a 1D medium with heterogeneity of attenuation coefficient are shown in Fig. 2.4. Attenuation coefficient at the first half domain is zero and is 1.5 dB \( \cdot \) MHz \(^{-y} \) \( \cdot \) cm\(^{-1} \) for the second half. The power law exponent \( y \) is 1.1. The normalized RMS error is 0.0185, suggesting that both the loss and dispersion are accurately modeled.

**Figure 2.5** Comparison between the MDM and k-Wave method for the 1D case with nonlinearity coefficient variation. (a) Time-domain results; (b) frequency-domain results.
The nonlinearity coefficient plays an important role in the distortion of waveform and the emergence of harmonics as the wave propagates. Media with nonlinearity parameter variation exhibit different nonlinear behaviors and it provides a potential route for ultrasound imaging [140]. Variation of nonlinearity coefficient has also been considered in our study and results are presented in Fig. 2.5. The pressure magnitude is increased to 4 MPa. The nonlinearity coefficient for the first half domain is 3.5 and is 5.0 for the second half. The normalized RMS error is 0.0008. One additional simulation is carried out for MDM which considers a constant nonlinearity coefficient 3.5 for the whole domain. When compared with k-Wave with inhomogeneous nonlinearity coefficients, MDM with constant nonlinearity coefficient has a larger normalized RMS error and is 0.019. This suggests that the ability to model inhomogeneous nonlinearity coefficients does improve the accuracy of the simulation. Further details about nonlinear wave propagation are not discussed here since many studies on this topic have been carried out [11], [15], [107], [139], [231].

2.3.2. Two-dimensional Simulation Results

A 2D problem that is more realistic is further studied to verify the MDM. The same Gaussian modulated pulse is used. Pressure magnitude $p_0$ is 1 Pa when nonlinearity is not considered and is increased to 2 MPa when the nonlinear effect is investigated. The center frequency $f_c$ is again 1 MHz. A planar phased array is used to model a focused beam. In both MDM and k-Wave, we define a phased array with phase delays in the source plane [12], [199], and we treat each cell in the source plane as a sound source with its individual phase delay. The geometrical focus is around 21 mm and the aperture size is 22 mm. This configuration has variations in speed of sound, density, attenuation coefficient, and nonlinearity coefficient. It is used as a model to study the wave propagation from water to fat with tumors. Acoustic properties
used in this model are listed in Table 2.1. The power law exponent $y$ is 1.1 throughout the computational domain. In theory, the power law exponent is 2 in water. However, k-Wave, which is used to generate benchmark solutions, cannot model problems that contain multiple values of power law exponent. Fig. 2.6(a) illustrates the geometry of the 2D problem. The transverse dimension of the computational domain is 72.5 mm and it is sufficiently large to reduce the wrap-around error [68]. It should be pointed out that absorption layers can be incorporated into the MDM to reduce the computational domain size [73]. Ultrasound wave propagates in the water (light blue) first and then penetrates the fat (dark blue). Tumors are represented with three cylinders and their diameters are 3.5 mm, 3.0 mm, and 1.0 mm respectively. Two of them have overlapped area. The reason why we choose simple geometries here is because later on we can easily vary the spatial resolution without changing the geometry of the problem. Both spatial step size and temporal step size used in the k-Wave are fine enough to obtain well-converged results. Spatial step sizes in the $x$ and $y$ directions are both $1/27\lambda$ ($\lambda$ is the wavelength in fat and it is 1.48 mm at 1 MHz); the time step size is $4.6 \times 10^{-4}$ µs. The corresponding Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) number is 0.0123. The reason we choose such a small CFL number here is because a solution that is as accurate as possible is desired for benchmark. Additionally, a convergence study is carried out on k-Wave and some slight phase errors at larger CFL numbers are observed and we want to minimize these errors. We investigate the accuracy of the MDM by varying the spatial step size $dz$. Additionally, for simplicity, it is assumed that $dx = dz$, though in theory they could be different. For the MDM, three spatial step sizes are selected and they are $1/3\lambda$, $1/9\lambda$, and $1/27\lambda$. The temporal resolution $dt$ is fixed at 0.037 µs and additional simulations show that different $dt$ does not significantly affect the result once the Nyquist sampling rate is well satisfied. The temporal domain size (end time) is 44 µs for all cases.
Figure 2.6 (a) Geometry of the 2D case. The computational domain shown here is cropped from the original domain for illustration purposes. The acoustical properties for different parts are listed in Table 2.1. The light blue part is water; dark blue part represents the fat; three cylinders represent the tumors. The red line on the left indicates the array position. The red dot is the geometrical focus. (b) Convergence test for the MDM in the 2D linear inhomogeneous medium with speed and density variations. The pressures at different spatial resolutions are recorded at the geometrical focus of the transducer and are normalized.

Table 2.1. Tissue acoustical properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Speed of Sound m/s</th>
<th>Density kg/m$^3$</th>
<th>Attenuation coefficient dB $\cdot$ MHz$^{-y}$ $\cdot$ cm$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Nonlinearity coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>water</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fat</td>
<td>1480</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tumor</td>
<td>1563</td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.7 Snapshots of the acoustic fields for the case with speed and density variations at $t = 22 \, \mu s$. The focused beam is simulated with (a) the MDM and (b) the k-Wave. Dashed lines show the positions of the tumors.

Figure 2.8 Comparison between the MDM and k-Wave simulation results in the 2D linear inhomogeneous medium with speed and density variations and (a) without attenuation and dispersion; and (b) with attenuation and dispersion. Receiver location is at the geometrical focus of the transducer.

We first compare the results with speed and density variations only. A convergence test is conducted for this 2D case at the geometrical focus of the transducer and the result is shown in Fig. 2.6(b). The normalized pressure $P_{\text{normalized}}$ [232] is calculated with the formula
\[ P_{\text{normalized}} = \frac{P_f}{P_{27}}, \]  
where \( P_f \) is the pressure at the focus of the transducer with different numbers of points per wavelength, and \( P_{27} \) is the pressure at the same point when \( dx = dz = 1/27\lambda \). Reasonably accurate results can be found starting at \( 1/4\lambda \). Acoustic fields for this case at \( t = 22 \mu s \) are shown in Fig. 2.7. It is noted that the MDM result does not contain reflections due to the one-way approximation. However, the amplitude of the reflection is relatively small compared to transmission in soft biological tissue [42]. The waveforms at the focus are plotted in Fig. 2.8(a) for further comparison. From the comparison for the 1D case (shown in Fig. 2.2(b)), we know that the MDM can predict accurate results even with relatively strong density variation. Thus, the amplitude and phase differences in Fig. 2.8(a) are mainly from the variation of speed of sound.

Next, attenuation and dispersion effects are added to the medium. The results are displayed in Fig. 2.8(b) and the phase and amplitude of the received signal are changed compared to the lossless case. The amplitude is evidently smaller due to the attenuation. Figure 2.9 exhibits the frequency domain results at 1 MHz. Spatial step size for MDM in Fig. 2.9 is \( 1/3\lambda \). For comparison, the results for the homogeneous case (water only) are also included. Even for the homogeneous case, some near-field discrepancy between the MDM and k-Wave can be observed, which is possibly due to the different boundary conditions used in these two methods: the MDM uses the pressure release surface whereas the k-Wave uses the Kirchhoff (or free field) boundary condition. However, differences from the boundary conditions in the far-field are negligible. For the heterogeneous case, some “ripples” are visible in the tumors in Fig. 2.9(d), which are not observed in Fig. 2.9(c). These features are due to the multiple scattering/reflection which is not considered in the present MDM. Nevertheless, the beam distortion looks very similar between the MDM and k-Wave results.
Figure 2.9 Frequency domain results for the fundamental frequency (1MHz) in the homogeneous medium with (a) the MDM and (b) k-Wave. Frequency domain results for the fundamental frequency in the heterogeneous medium with (c) the MDM and (d) k-Wave with speed of sound, density, attenuation and dispersion variations. The MDM results shown here are with the spatial step size of $1/3\lambda$.

Figure 2.10 Comparison between the MDM and k-Wave in a 2D nonlinear lossy medium with speed and density variations in the (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain. Receiver location is at the geometrical focus of the transducer.
Figure 2.11 Pressure for the (a) fundamental and (b) second-harmonic field simulated by the MDM. Pressure for the (c) fundamental and (d) second-harmonic field simulated by k-Wave. Difference from the fundamental and second-harmonic components between the two methods around the transducer focal region are shown in (e) and (f). The MDM results shown here are with the spatial step size of $1/27\lambda$.

Table 2.2. Normalized RMS errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial step size</th>
<th>$1/3\lambda$</th>
<th>$1/9\lambda$</th>
<th>$1/27\lambda$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lossless medium</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lossy medium</td>
<td>0.0111</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lossy medium with nonlinearity</td>
<td>0.0133</td>
<td>0.0073</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Afterwards, nonlinearity is considered. The nonlinearity coefficient is directly responsible for the increase of the harmonics in wave propagation. Results are compared in the time domain
(Fig. 2.10(a)) and frequency domain (Fig. 2.10(b)). Normalized RMS errors evaluated at the geometrical focus are listed in Table 2.2 for all spatial resolutions trialed and the errors in general reduce (though not significantly) as the spatial resolution becomes finer. Note that the entire time-domain signal is used for computing the error although Figs. 2.8 and 2.10(a) only show the primary waveform (i.e., first-order transmission). Comparisons for the fundamental and second-harmonic frequency fields are shown in Fig. 2.11. The acoustic pressure fields in Fig. 2.11 are normalized. Figs. 2.11(e) and (f) show the differences for the fundamental and second-harmonic components between the MDM and k-Wave in the focal region in unit dB. Normalized RMS errors in the focal region are 0.0280 for the fundamental frequency field and 0.0149 for the second-harmonic field at the spatial resolution of 1/27\(\lambda\).

2.4. Discussion

Results from k-Wave are used as the benchmark solution in this study and the accuracy of k-Wave has been well-documented in many papers [25], [49], [232]. The difference between MDM and k-Wave is expected to be due to a combination of different factors, including 1) numerical errors of each method; 2) different model equations; and 3) different boundary conditions. Since very fine spatial and temporal resolutions are used, numerical errors from k-Wave should be minimized. While the MDM solves a second order partial differential equation (PDE), the k-Wave solves a set of coupled first order PDEs. For lossless cases though, it was shown that the second order PDE can be derived from the coupled PDEs [49]. When considering loss, there is a slight difference in our method and k-Wave for the attenuation part. This error should be relatively small as evidenced by Fig. 2.4. There is also a difference in terms of setting up the boundary condition in k-Wave and our model, which has been briefly discussed. This difference mainly exists in the near-field. The MDM has an intrinsic error of not including the
reflection (due to one-way propagation), which should be the main contribution to the difference between the two methods. Reflections can be added into the MDM to improve the accuracy. One possible approach is to use the method proposed in [84]. Although the method in [84] only applies to linear waves, it should be sufficient since reflection in soft tissue has relatively low amplitude and therefore the nonlinear effect is weak.

To fully validate the MDM, two cases are studied. In the 1D case, we investigate the accuracy of the MDM by considering the variations of sound speed, density, and attenuation separately. Results from the 1D case show that this algorithm can predict accurate results in weakly heterogeneous medium. Afterwards, a set of 2D problems are further studied. Variations of sound speed, density, attenuation, and nonlinearity are added step by step. Density variation and sound speed variation are first considered together. It is found that more accurate results can be obtained when the spatial resolution is finer. This is because a smaller step size ($dx$ and $dz$) will reduce the error from stair-stepped surfaces [233] caused by discrete meshes. Stair-casing errors occur when representing complex geometries (like circular/spherical) with rectilinear grids. Reference [232] specifically studied this error for k-Wave and it is shown to be the most serious error when modeling transcranial ultrasound. The truncation error introduced by the numerical integration [234] will also be reduced if a smaller step size ($dz$) is used. However, even with a very coarse spatial resolution (i.e., $1/3\lambda$), the error of the MDM can still be kept small (on the order of 0.01). This is a great advantage when compared with the most commonly used FDTD scheme which requires 8 to 10 grid points per wavelength to achieve reasonably accurate results. Besides, spatial aliasing error due to finite domain size is also a possible source of error in the MDM. We have used sufficiently large x-axis range to minimize the spatial aliasing error.

The numerical implementation throughout this study is based on MATLAB 2015b (The
MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) on a 64-bit operating system with a quad-core 3.60-GHz Intel Xeon 5687 CPU (Intel Corp., Santa Clara, CA) processors and 192 GB of RAM. For the linear 2D case, the MDM with spatial step size $1/3\lambda$ takes 0.013 s to obtain the frequency domain result shown in Fig. 2.9(c). With the same spatial step size and computational domain and a CFL number of 0.11, the k-Wave simulation needs 8.81 s, indicating a 677-fold computation speed difference. This computational difference is expected to be highly problem-dependent though and should not be generalized. The drastically different computation times are due to the fact that for k-Wave simulations, the time-domain simulation needs to be carried out first and the Fourier transform is performed to obtain the results at the frequency of interest. On the other hand, the MDM directly operates in the frequency-domain and therefore can be considerably more efficient in producing frequency-domain results. This is particularly useful for modeling thermal-based HIFU problems since in many cases the frequency-domain results are of utmost importance.

2.5. Conclusion

A mixed domain method is presented in this chapter. The MDM solves the Westervelt-like equation with appropriate assumptions and it is accurate for weakly heterogeneous media. Since the theory is presented for the general 3D case, the algorithm, though only demonstrated in 1D and 2D, can be readily extended to modeling 3D problems. In this study, we have shown that the MDM is an efficient and accurate algorithm for modeling medical ultrasound propagating in soft tissue. There are many foreseeable applications for numerical modeling of ultrasound using the MDM. For example, it can assist HIFU device sponsors in preparing reliable pre-clinical testing data generated from computational modeling or facilitate HIFU treatment planning. Furthermore, ultrasound computed tomography (USCT) is an emerging imaging modality to reconstruct the sound speed, density and attenuation of soft tissue for diagnosis though transmission signals [235]-
[237]. However, computation time is one of the most critical issues for USCT. The computationally efficient MDM, therefore, can be proven to be a promising approach for frequency-domain USCT.
CHAPTER 3

FREQUENCY-SPECIFIC MIXED DOMAIN METHOD

The work presented in this chapter is in published in IEEE Transaction on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectronics, and Frequency Control [229]

A mixed-domain method dubbed frequency-specific mixed domain method is introduced for the simulation of the second harmonic ultrasound field in weakly heterogeneous media. The governing equation for the second harmonics is derived based on the quasilinear theory. The fundamental frequency pressure field is first solved by the frequency-specific mixed domain method, and it is subsequently used as the source term for the second harmonics equation. This equation can be again solved by the frequency-specific mixed domain method to rapidly obtain the second harmonic pressure field. Five two-dimensional cases, including one with a realistic human tissue map, are studied to systematically verify the proposed method. Results from the previously developed transient mixed domain method are used as the benchmark solutions. Comparisons show that the two methods give similar results for all cases. More importantly, the frequency-specific mixed domain method has a crucial advantage over the transient mixed domain method in that it can be two orders of magnitude faster.

3.1. Introduction

Nonlinear ultrasound, a branch of nonlinear acoustics, is of great importance in biomedical ultrasound for both diagnostic and therapeutic applications [23]. For instance, the presence of acoustic nonlinearity could improve B-mode imaging because the harmonic beams are narrower and they have lower sidelobes than those of the fundamental frequency [238]. The combination of the fundamental frequency and its harmonics can enhance the image quality and help better
visualize tissue structures [239]. Nonlinear parameter diffraction-based tomography can help better distinguish diseased tissues from healthy ones compared to ultrasound imaging purely based on linear parameters [240], [241]. On the other hand, when high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) is used for therapeutic applications, the nonlinear effect can be pronounced, though its extent very much depends on factors such as $F$-number [242], frequency, propagation medium [17], and sonication protocol (whether it is for hyperthermia [243]-[245], thermal ablation [246], inertial cavitation [246], [247], or boiling [248]).

Numerical modeling is vital for facilitating the applications of nonlinear ultrasound. A number of numerical methods have been developed to model nonlinear ultrasound propagation [107]-[108], [12]. Some of the solvers assume that the propagating medium is homogeneous [16], [107], [12]. Though it is argued that such an assumption is reasonable for soft tissues, more accurate results can be obtained if tissue heterogeneities are taken into account. This is especially important when studying phase aberration in biological tissue [20], [179], such as body walls [249]. A summary on representative numerical solvers for modeling nonlinear wave propagation in heterogeneous media is given below. Christopher and Parker [108] solved the equivalent Westervelt equation with an operator splitting method. The diffraction part was solved with the ASA and the nonlinearity term was solved by utilizing the frequency domain solution to Burgers’ equation. This method is limited to parallel layered media [108]. Varslot and Taraldsen [42] derived a one-way model permitting smooth variation for all acoustical variables. A numerical solution to this equation was implemented using the operator splitting method. The Texas time-domain code was extended by Jing and Cleveland to solve the generalized Khokhlov-Zabolotskaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) equation and it is accurate for sound propagation in weakly heterogeneous media [41]. A modified ASA is developed [139] for media with spatially varying
nonlinear parameter. A second-order wave equation describing nonlinear wave propagation in heterogeneous, attenuating media was solved with the FDTD method by Pinton et al. [9]. A k-space time-domain method solving the coupled nonlinear wave equations was investigated [49] for modeling wave propagation in heterogeneous media with power law absorption. Almost at the same time, a k-space time-domain method for solving the second-order nonlinear wave equation was proposed [8] for thermoviscous fluids. Most recently, a mixed domain method (MDM) for modeling nonlinear one-wave propagation in dissipative, weakly heterogeneous media (speed of sound contrast being less than 1.1) has been presented [223].

As demonstrated in [223], wave fields at a certain frequency can be produced by MDM in two ways for linear wave propagation. One is to obtain the result by applying the temporal Fourier transform to the transient simulation MDM result (denoted transient MDM, or TMDM). A more computationally efficient way is to directly implement the MDM at the frequency of interest (denoted frequency-specific MDM, or FSMDM). This carries a huge benefit especially when modeling continuous waves (CWs), which is often used in HIFU, since there is only a single frequency of interest and the latter approach could be orders of magnitude faster than the former. This benefit, however, is lost when modeling nonlinear wave propagation, since specific equations for describing harmonics are missing. In this chapter, the FSMDM is extended to modeling the second harmonic ultrasound field in heterogeneous, lossy media for weakly nonlinear cases (Mach number $\varepsilon \ll 1$). First, the frequency-domain equation that describes the second harmonic frequency is derived. For weakly nonlinear cases, the fundamental frequency wave field is independent of the second harmonics, while the second harmonic wave field is directly produced by that of the fundamental frequency. To evaluate the accuracy of the FSMDM, four cases with imaginary tissue maps are investigated: wave propagation in a homogeneous nonlinear medium, a
nonlinear medium with heterogeneous attenuation, a nonlinear medium with heterogeneous speed of sound, and a nonlinear medium with heterogeneous attenuation and speed of sound. Finally, a realistic human tissue map is used to evaluate the accuracy of the FSMDM. The FSMDM is compared with the TMDM throughout this chapter.

3.2. Theory

The governing equation reads

\[
\nabla^2 p - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{\rho c^4} \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t^2} = 0, \tag{3.1}
\]

where \( p \) is the acoustic pressure, \( c \) is the speed of sound, \( t \) is the time, \( \delta \) is the sound diffusivity and \( \delta = 2\alpha c^3 / \tilde{\omega}^2 \), where \( \alpha \) is the absorption coefficient, \( \tilde{\omega} \) is the angular frequency, and \( \beta \) is the nonlinearity coefficient. All acoustical parameters vary spatially. The density is assumed to be a constant for simplification. For weakly nonlinear media, a quasilinear solution \( p = p_1 + p_2 \) is permitted [23], where \( p_1 \) is the pressure at the fundamental frequency \( \omega \) and \( p_2 \) is the pressure at the second harmonic frequency \( 2\omega \). Additionally, it is assumed that \( |p_1| \gg |p_2| \). By using the notation [23]

\[
p_n(x, y, z, t) = \frac{1}{2i} P_n(x, y, z) e^{i\omega t} + c. c., \quad n = 1, 2, \tag{3.2}
\]

where \( c. c. \) denotes the complex conjugate of preceding terms [23]. The pressure \( p \) can be expressed as

\[
p(x, y, z, t) = \frac{1}{2i} P_1(x, y, z) e^{i\omega t} + \frac{1}{2i} P_2(x, y, z) e^{i2\omega t} + c. c. \tag{3.3}
\]

For weakly nonlinear cases, we have the approximation

\[
p^2(x, y, z, t) \cong -\frac{1}{4} P_1^2(x, y, z) e^{i2\omega t}. \tag{3.4}
\]

Substituting Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.1) produces

\[
\nabla^2 \left( \frac{1}{2i} P_1 e^{i\omega t} + \frac{1}{2i} P_2 e^{i2\omega t} \right) - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( \frac{1}{2i} P_1 e^{i\omega t} + \frac{1}{2i} P_2 e^{i2\omega t} \right) =
\]
\[-\frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3}{\partial t^3} \left( \frac{1}{2i} P_1 e^{i\omega t} + \frac{1}{2i} P_2 e^{i2\omega t} \right) - \frac{\beta}{\rho c^4} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} \left( -\frac{1}{4} P_1^2 e^{i2\omega t} \right). \] (3.5)

Rearranging Eq. (3.5) yields

\[\nabla^2 P_1 + \frac{\omega^2}{c^2} P_1 = \frac{i\omega^3 \delta}{c^4} P_1,\] (3.6)

and

\[\nabla^2 P_2 + \frac{4\omega^2}{c^2} P_2 = \frac{i8\omega^3 \delta}{c^4} P_2 - \frac{i2\omega^2 \beta}{\rho c^4} P_1^2.\] (3.7)

Equation Eq. (3.6) should be solved first to calculate \( P_1 \). The fundamental frequency pressure will serve as part of the source term in Eq. (3.7) to calculate the second harmonic pressure \( P_2 \). Applying the Fourier transform to Eq. (3.6) and Eq. (3.7) with respect to \( x \) and \( y \) yields

\[\frac{\partial^2 \tilde{P}_1}{\partial z^2} + K_1^2 \tilde{P}_1 = F_{xy} \left[ \frac{i\omega^3 \delta}{c^4} P_1 + \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( 1 - \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} \right) P_1 \right],\] (3.8)

And

\[\frac{\partial^2 \tilde{P}_2}{\partial z^2} + K_2^2 \tilde{P}_2 = F_{xy} \left[ \frac{i8\omega^3 \delta}{c^4} P_2 + \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( 1 - \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} \right) P_2 - \frac{i2\omega^2 \beta}{\rho c^4} P_1^2 \right].\] (3.9)

where \( \tilde{P}_1(k_x, k_y, z) \) is the wave-vector domain pressure field at the fundamental frequency, \( K_1^2 = \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} - k_x^2 - k_y^2 \), where \( c_0 \) is a constant and is typically chosen as the minimum speed of sound in the medium under study, \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) are the wavenumbers in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-dimensions; \( \tilde{P}_2(k_x, k_y, z) \) is the wave-vector domain pressure field at the second harmonic frequency, \( K_2^2 = \frac{4\omega^2}{c_0^2} - k_x^2 - k_y^2 \), where \( F_{xy} \) is the Fourier transform operator in the \( x \)- and \( y \)-dimensions. One-way propagation solutions to Eq. (3.8) and Eq. (3.9) can be found with the one-dimensional Greens function [223] and they are written as

\[\tilde{P}_1(z) = \tilde{P}_1(0) e^{iK_1 z} + \frac{e^{iK_1 z}}{2iK_1} \int_0^z e^{-iK_1 z'} \left[ F_{xy} \left[ \frac{i\omega^3 \delta}{c^4} P_1 + \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( 1 - \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} \right) P_1 \right] \right] dz',\] (3.10)

And
\[
P_2(z) = \bar{P}_2(0)e^{ik_2z} + \frac{e^{ik_2z}}{2ik_2} \int_0^z e^{-ik_2z'} \left\{ F_{xy} \left[ i\theta \omega^3 \delta \right] + \left[ \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} - \frac{1 - \frac{c_0^2}{c_2^2}}{c_0^2} \right] P_2 - \frac{i2\omega^2 \beta}{\rho c_4} P_1^2 \right\} dz'. \quad (3.11)
\]

Equations Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.11) are solved with a Simpson-like scheme [223]. By applying the inverse Fourier transform to \( \bar{P}_1 \) and \( \bar{P}_2 \), the fundamental and second harmonic frequency pressure \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) can be obtained. This method, therefore, is denoted the FSMDM. Alternatively, the fundamental and second harmonic frequency wave fields can be obtained by applying the temporal Fourier transform to the transient simulation result. This is the TMDM and is described in [223].

### 3.3. Results

![Figure 3.1](image)

**Figure 3.1** (a) *In silico* model used for the first four cases where three cylinders having identical or different acoustical properties from the background medium are considered; (b) a realistic human tissue map with nonlinearity coefficient variation, speed of sound variation, and attenuation coefficient variation. The computational domain shown here are cropped form the original domain for illustration purposes. The superficial layer is connective tissue (red), then is fat (dark blue) with embedded connective tissue (red) and muscle (yellow), followed by liver (orange) and tissue (green). Blood (light blue) is inside the liver. The red line on the left boundary indicates the array position. The red dot is the geometrical focus.

To validate the FSMDM, a case with three cylinders (two of them partially overlap) immersed in water is first studied and the corresponding acoustic medium is shown in Fig. 3.1(a). First, the cylinders are assumed to have the same acoustical properties as the water: speed of sound...
is 1500 m/s, density is 1000 kg/m³, and nonlinearity coefficient is 3.6 for the whole domain. Source plane pressure amplitude is 1 MPa and the frequency is 1 MHz. A planar phased array is used to generate a focused ultrasound beam. Transducer diameter and focal length are both 14λ (λ is the wavelength in water and it is 1.5 mm). The transverse dimension of the computational domain is 100λ and the propagation distance is 22λ. The results from the TMDM are used as the benchmark and the accuracy of the TMDM has been confirmed in [223]. In the TMDM, a 40-cycle sine wave is applied as the input signal to mimic a continuous wave. For this and the next three cases involving cylinders, the spatial resolution in both the TMDM and FSMDM is 1/8λ and the temporal resolution in the TMDM is 1/(16fc), where fc is the fundamental frequency. The temporal domain size is 80 μs in the TMDM. L2 normalized errors are calculated to quantitatively analyze the accuracy of the FSMDM and they are defined as

\[
L2 = \frac{\|p_{FSMDM} - p_{benchmark}\|}{\|p_{benchmark}\|} \tag{3.12}
\]

where \(\|p\|\) is the L2 norm of the normalized acoustic pressure.

For the first case (homogeneous medium), the fundamental and second harmonic frequency pressure fields simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM are shown in Fig. 3.2. Figure 3.2(e) compares the fundamental and the second harmonic pressure distributions along the white dashed line (across the transducer geometrical focus). Pressures in Figs. 3.2(a)-(d) are normalized by the maximum pressure and pressures in Fig. 3.2(e) are normalized by the maximum fundamental frequency pressure. The agreement between the TMDM and FSMDM is very good. L2 norm errors are calculated with the normalized pressure for the focal region (a 16.5 mm by 3.0 mm rectangle centered around the focus) and they are 0.0044 for the fundamental frequency and 0.0112 for the second harmonics.
Figure 3.2 Simulation results for the homogeneous medium case. (a) Fundamental frequency field and (b) the second harmonic field simulated by the TMDM. (c) Fundamental frequency field and (d) the second harmonic field simulated by the FSMDM. (e) Comparison for the pressure distribution along the white dashed line simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM.
Figure 3.3 Simulation results for the case with heterogeneous attenuation. (a) Fundamental frequency field and (b) the second harmonic field simulated by the TMDM. (c) Fundamental frequency field and (d) the second harmonic field simulated by the FSMDM. (e) Comparisons for the pressure distribution along the white dashed line simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM.

Next, heterogeneous attenuations are added to the nonlinear medium. The attenuation coefficient inside the cylinders is $1.5 \text{ dB} \cdot \text{MHz}^{-y} \cdot \text{cm}^{-1}$ and is 0 outside the cylinders. The power law exponent $y$ is equal to 2. Simulation results for the nonlinear medium with heterogeneous attenuations are plotted in Fig. 3.3. L2 norm errors (calculated for a 16.5 mm by 3.0 mm rectangle
region centered around the focus) are 0.0039 for the fundamental frequency and 0.0107 for the second harmonics.

![Simulation results for the case with heterogeneous speed of sound.](image)

**Figure 3.4** Simulation results for the case with heterogeneous speed of sound. (a) Fundamental frequency field and (b) the second harmonic field simulated by the TMDM. (c) Fundamental frequency field and (d) the second harmonic field simulated by the FSMDM. (e) Comparisons for the pressure distribution along the white dashed line simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM.

In the third case, the speed of sound variation is considered. The speed of sound inside the cylinders is 1575 m/s and is 1500 m/s outside the cylinders. Simulation results for this case are shown in Fig. 3.4. Defocusing is visible in this case due to phase aberration. Pressures are again
normalized. L2 norm errors (calculated for a 16.5 mm by 4.3 mm rectangle centered around the focus) are 0.0046 for the fundamental frequency and 0.0145 for the second harmonics.

Figure 3.5 Simulation results for the case with heterogeneous attenuation and speed of sound. (a) Fundamental frequency field and (b) the second harmonic field simulated by the TMDM. (c) Fundamental frequency field and (d) the second harmonic field simulated by the FSMDM. (e) Comparisons for the pressure distribution along the white dashed line simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM.

In the fourth case, both speed of sound variation and spatially varying attenuations are included. The attenuation coefficient inside the cylinders is 1.5 dB MHz⁻¹ cm⁻¹ and is 0 outside the cylinders. The power law exponent \( y \) is equal to 2. The speed of sound inside the cylinders is 1575
m/s and is 1500 m/s outside the cylinders. Normalized pressure fields simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM are illustrated and compared in Fig. 3.5. L2 norm errors (calculated for a 16.5 mm by 4.3 mm rectangle centered around the focus) are 0.0035 for the fundamental frequency and is 0.0119 for the second harmonics. Overall, these four cases exhibit similar levels of error.

**Table 3.1.** Acoustical properties of a realistic human tissue map

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue</th>
<th>Nonlin. Coef.</th>
<th>Speed of sound m/s</th>
<th>Density kg/m³</th>
<th>Atten. Coef. @ 1 MHz (dB/cm)</th>
<th>Power law exponent y</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>connective</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>1613</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fat</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>1478</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muscle</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>liver</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1595</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blood</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tissue</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Figure 3.6** Simulation results for the case of a realistic human tissue map. (a) Fundamental frequency field and (b) the second harmonic field simulated by the TMDM. (c) Fundamental frequency field and (d) the second harmonic field simulated by the FSMDM. (e) Comparisons for the pressure distribution along the white dashed line simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM.
Figure 3.7 (a) Comparison for the pressure distribution along the white dashed line (illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a)) simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM. (b) Comparison for the pressure distribution along the white dashed line (illustrated in Fig. 3.6(a)) simulated by the TMDM with and without density heterogeneities.

To further validate the FSMDM, a realistic human tissue map with spatially varying speed of sound, attenuation, and nonlinearity is studied. The tissue map is illustrated in Fig. 3.1(b) and the acoustical properties for different tissue parts are listed in Table 3.1 [250]. The red line on the left boundary indicates the array position. The red dot is the geometrical focus. The temporal domain size in the TMDM is around 91 μs in this case. The spatial resolution is 0.165 mm and temporal resolution is $1/(16 f_c)$. In this case, the fundamental frequency $f_c$ is 0.7 MHz. The Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation is implemented by replacing the speed of sound $c$ with $c_p$ and $c_p = (1/\hat{c} + \alpha_0 \tan(\pi y/2)\hat{\omega}y^{-1})^{-1}$, where $\hat{c}$ is the sound speed at zero frequency [228], and the power
law sound absorption follows $\alpha(\omega) = \alpha_0 \omega^\gamma$, where $\alpha_0$ is the absorption in Np·MHz$^{-\gamma}$·m$^{-1}$. The fundamental and second harmonic frequency pressure fields simulated by the TMDM and FSMDM are shown in Figs. 3.6(a)-(e). Figure 3.6(e) compares the pressure distributions along the white dashed line (across the transducer geometrical focus). L2 norm errors (calculated for a 24.7 mm by 2.0 mm rectangle centered around the focus) are 0.0114 and 0.0185 for the fundamental frequency and second harmonics, respectively.

3.4. Discussion

The FSMDM is an extension of the TMDM and is capable of modeling weakly nonlinear wave propagation in attenuating media with arbitrary, weak heterogeneities (in terms of the speed of sound [223]). Successive approximations have been made in deriving the equations for the fundamental frequency and second harmonics [23]. As a result, the fundamental frequency pressure is governed by the equation for linear acoustics. Using the quasilinear theory, the second harmonics can be solved by an equation where the fundamental frequency pressure is regarded as a source term on the right-hand side of the equation. In this study, five cases, including a case using a realistic human tissue map, are used to evaluate the accuracy of the FSMDM. Results from the TMDM are used as the benchmark for calculating the errors. From the transverse pressure distribution comparison, it is shown that the FSMDM fundamental frequency pressures are almost identical to those of the TMDM for all cases. The L2 norm errors for the fundamental frequency field in the focal region are small and are on the order of 0.001 for the first four cases. This suggests that it is reasonable to assume that the fundamental frequency field is decoupled from those of harmonics at least for the cases under study, where the second harmonics amplitude is about 20 dB lower than that of the fundamental frequency. On the other hand, the FSMDM and TMDM also produce similar second harmonic ultrasound fields. For example, similar wave field
distortions due to the presence of heterogeneities are observed. Though the L2 norm errors are larger when compared to the fundamental frequency, they are still reasonably small and are on the order of 0.01.

The numerical implementation throughout this study is based on MATLAB 2018a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) on a 64-bit operating system with a 12-core 3.00-GHz Intel Xeon (R) Gold 6136 CPU (Intel Corp., Santa Clara, CA) processor and 192 GB of RAM. Though TMDM and FSMDM show similar results for the same problem, the FSMDM is computationally superior. For example, to simulate the wave propagation using the human tissue map, the TMDM takes about 481.73 s while the FSMDM is two orders of magnitude faster, needing merely 2.82 s. This is because in the FSMDM, the pressure at the frequencies of interest can be directly obtained without running transient simulations.

The FSMDM suffers from several limitations and intrinsic errors though. The FSMDM uses the similar algorithm as that of the TMDM [223], and the possible sources of errors should also be similar, and they are as follows: 1) the FSMDM is only accurate for media with weakly heterogeneous speed of sound, e.g., soft tissue; 2) the FSMDM is a one-way model and reflections are not included; 3) stair-casing errors [232] occur when representing complex geometries with rectilinear grids; 4) truncation errors introduced by numerical integration [234]; and 5) spatial aliasing errors [72] due to the finite-size computational domain. The spatial aliasing error is possibly more severe for the second harmonics. For most cases above, the L2 norm error for the fundamental frequency is considerably smaller than the second harmonics. This could be attributed to how the second harmonics are calculated in the FSMDM. The spatial aliasing error is first introduced to the fundamental frequency when implementing Eq. (3.10). This error is further carried into the second harmonic field, which contains its own spatial aliasing errors when
implementing Eq. (3.11). To minimize this error, a larger domain should be considered. Alternatively, absorption layers can also be used to reduce the spatial aliasing error [73].

One limitation of the FSMDM is that the governing equations are derived with the quasilinear theory and they are only valid for weakly nonlinear cases [23], [139]. It would be interesting to examine when the quasilinear approximation would be violated. To this end, pressure amplitude can be increased from 1 MPa to 2 MPa within the human tissue map. The transverse pressure distributions are show in Fig. 3.7(a) and the L2 norm errors for the same rectangle region are 0.0216 and 0.0559 for the fundamental frequency and second harmonics, respectively. As expected, the second harmonics calculated by the TMDM is much stronger than the previous case with 1 MPa pressure amplitude. It is now about 8 dB lower than the fundamental frequency. Since the quasilinear approximation fails in this case, the FSMDM is less accurate, indicated by the greater errors. It should also be pointed out that the FSMDM would overestimate the amplitude of the fundamental frequency, since it does not consider the energy transfer from the fundamental frequency to the second harmonics. Though only the second harmonics are studied here, governing equations for higher harmonics can also be derived [251]. Similarly, it is also possible to derive the equation for the difference frequency generated from the interaction of two fundamental frequencies, which is useful for studying problems such as nonlinear coefficient tomography and parametric arrays [23], [252]. All these equations can be subsequently solved by the FSMDM.

Finally, the FSMDM studied here does not consider density heterogeneities, though there is no fundamental barrier to do this. The simplification of considering homogeneous density is made based on the assumption that density heterogeneities have a less important role in affecting the acoustic field, particularly for soft tissue. Figure 3.7(b) compares the transverse pressure
distribution in the human tissue map with and without density heterogeneities using the TMDM. Density values for the tissue map are listed in Table 3.1. Using the results with density heterogeneities as the benchmark, the L2 norm errors in the same focal region are 0.0311 and 0.0287 for the fundamental frequency and second harmonics, respectively. These results suggest that the density variation does not significantly affect the acoustic field in soft tissue and can be neglected.

3.5. Conclusion

The FSMDM is presented and evaluated in this study for the simulation of the second harmonic ultrasound field. The governing equation for the second harmonic is derived using the quasilinear theory. Attenuation, speed of sound, and nonlinear coefficient are all spatially varying functions. The FSMDM is introduced to solve the governing equation for the second harmonics. Five various cases are investigated to validate the FSMDM for weakly nonlinear and weakly heterogeneous media. Simulation results show that the FSMDM and its counterpart (TMDM) give similar results for all five cases. However, the computational speed of the FSMDM is substantially faster than the TMDM. Due to this advantage, the FSMDM could be proven useful for a variety of applications such as HIFU treatment planning and nonlinearity coefficient tomography.
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CHAPTER 4

MODIFIED MIXED DOMAIN METHOD

The work presented in this chapter is submitted to The Journal of the Acoustical society of America [253]

In this chapter, phase correction and amplitude compensation are introduced to the MDM, which is only accurate for modeling wave propagation in weakly heterogeneous media. Multiple reflections are also incorporated with the one-way model to improve the accuracy. The resulting model is denoted as the modified mixed-domain method (MMDM) and is numerically evaluated for its accuracy and efficiency using two distinct cases: a layered medium and a human skull. It is found that the MMDM is significantly more accurate than the MDM for strongly heterogeneous media, especially when the phase aberrating layer is roughly perpendicular to the acoustic beam. Additionally, convergence study suggests that the second-order reflection is sufficient for wave modeling in lossy biological media. The method developed in this work could be used to facilitate therapeutic ultrasound for treating brain-related diseases and disorders.

4.1. Introduction

Numerical modeling of acoustic wave propagation in heterogeneous media is of great importance for medical ultrasound. In therapeutic ultrasound applications, for example, numerical simulations can be used to study the phase aberration in MR-guided focused ultrasound surgery [254], [187] and to improve the treatment outcome. For diagnostic ultrasound, numerical modeling has been used as an important tool for image reconstruction [178], [186], [255] as well as to understand the sources of image degradation in ultrasound imaging [20].
A myriad of wave propagation algorithms that take medium heterogeneities into account have been developed. A vast majority of these algorithms operate in the time-domain. Treeby et al. [49] developed the KSTD using the coupled nonlinear wave equation. Jing et al. [8] alternatively developed the KSTD from the Westervelt equation. Pinton et al. [9] studied a heterogeneous nonlinear attenuating full-wave model based on the FDTD method. Frequency-domain methods have also been investigated. For example, Clement and Hynynen [66] combined the ASA with ray theory to describe the propagation of ultrasound through randomly oriented, dissipative, layered media. Vyas and Christensen [84] modified the conventional ASA method to model linear wave propagation in inhomogeneous media. Most recently, the MDM for modeling linear/nonlinear wave propagation in dissipative, weakly heterogeneous media has been presented [223], [29].

Although there are many existing ultrasound numerical models, none can currently achieve efficient yet sufficiently accurate simulations for linear/nonlinear acoustic wave propagation in large-scale, strongly heterogeneous media. Driven by this motivation, this chapter aims to establish and validate an accuracy-efficiency balanced numerical model for simulating acoustic wave propagation in strongly heterogeneous media. Within the realm of biomedical ultrasound, this model is particularly pertinent to transcranial ultrasound, and could therefore facilitate research on HIFU for treating brain-related diseases [256], [3] as well as research on ultrasound-mediated neuromodulation [257]. This numerical model is a non-trivial extension to the previously developed MDM [223], which is a one-way model and is only accurate for weakly heterogeneous media. To extend the original MDM to modeling wave propagation in strongly heterogeneous media, phase and amplitude corrections are proposed and evaluated in this chapter. The phase correction term is first theoretically derived. As the transmission coefficient due to the variation
of sound speed is not considered in the original MDM, an amplitude compensation term is also proposed. Reflections are added to the one-way model to further improve the accuracy. The resulting method is denoted the modified mixed domain method (MMDM). Both a two-dimensional (2D) layered medium and a 2D human skull are studied to evaluate the accuracy of the MMDM. Results from the MATLAB toolbox k-Wave [199] are used as the benchmark for comparison and validation purposes. This study shows that the MMDM can markedly improve the results for strongly heterogeneous media in terms of the predicted waveform phase and amplitude, provided that the phase aberrating layer is more or less perpendicular to the ultrasound beam. While the addition of reflections can improve the accuracy of the model, it is also found that up to the second-order reflection could be sufficient for obtaining converged results when sound absorption is considered, i.e., higher order reflections do not significantly improve the result.

4.2. Theories

4.2.1. Governing Equation

We start from the generalized Westervelt equation [1] and it reads

$$\rho \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p \right) - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{\rho c^4} \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t^2} = 0,$$

(4.1)

where \( p \) is the acoustic pressure, \( \rho \) is the ambient density, \( c \) is the speed of sound, \( \delta \) is the sound diffusivity, \( \delta = 2\alpha_{NP} c^3/\omega^2 \) (\( \alpha_{NP} \) is the attenuation coefficient in \( Np/m \) and \( \omega \) is the angular frequency), and \( \beta \) is the nonlinearity coefficient. In the original MDM, Eq. (4.1) would be first transformed by applying the normalized wave field \( f = p/\sqrt{\rho} \) and the equation yields [223]

$$\nabla^2 f - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} - f \sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} + \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 f}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{\rho c^4} \frac{\partial^2 f^2}{\partial t^2} = 0,$$

(4.2)

The effect of density heterogeneities is taken into account by the term \( \sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} \). In the event that the density distribution is not sufficiently smooth, which could be the case for heterogeneous
media, the Laplacian term $\nabla^2 \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}}$ will lead to a $\delta$-like function [258]. While this was not identified as a major issue for weakly heterogeneous media [223], it could render the algorithm unstable for strongly heterogeneous cases. A previous paper also discussed the adverse effect of this Laplacian term in the context of the KSTD method [101]. Consequently, the density is first assumed to be homogeneous in the governing equation. The density heterogeneity effect will be later considered via an amplitude correction term proposed in the section 4.23. To reduce the spatial aliasing error, an absorption boundary layer is added by introducing a frequency-independent absorption term $\gamma \frac{\partial p}{\partial t}$ to the governing equation [73], where $\gamma = \gamma_{max}/\cosh^2(\alpha n)$ ( $\gamma_{max}$ is a constant, $\alpha$ is a decay factor, and $n$ denotes the distance in number of grid points from the boundary). Thus, the modified governing equation reads

$$\nabla^2 p - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \delta \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \beta \frac{\partial^2 p^2}{\partial t^2} = \gamma \frac{\partial p}{\partial t}. \tag{4.3}$$

By performing the Fourier transform to Eq. (4.3) with respect to $x, y$ and $t$, we have

$$\frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \tilde{P} + K^2 \tilde{P} = F_{xy} \left\{ \left[ -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} - 1 \right) + \frac{i \delta \omega^3}{c^4} + i \omega \gamma \right] F_t(p) \right\} + F_{xy} \left( \frac{\beta \omega^2}{\rho c^4} F_t(p^2) \right), \tag{4.4}$$

where $\tilde{P}$ is the Fourier transform of $p$, $F_{xy}$ is the Fourier transform operator in $x$- and $y$-dimensions, $F_t$ is the Fourier transform in the time domain, $c_0$ is the background sound speed and $K^2 = \omega^2 / c_0^2 - k_x^2 - k_y^2$, with $k_x$ and $k_y$ being the wave-numbers in $x$- and $y$- dimensions. An implicit solution to Eq. (4.4) can be derived from the 1-D Green’s function in an integral form [12], such that

$$\tilde{P}(z) = \tilde{P}(0) e^{iKz} + \frac{e^{iKz}}{2iK} \int_0^z e^{-iKz'} M(p(z'))dz', \tag{4.5}$$

where

$$M(p) = F_{xy} \left\{ \left[ -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} - 1 \right) + \frac{i \delta \omega^3}{c^4} + i \omega \gamma \right] F_t(p) \right\} + F_{xy} \left( \frac{\beta \omega^2}{\rho c^4} F_t(p^2) \right). \tag{4.6}$$
Equation (4.5) can be solved by using a Simpson-like rule [129]. In this model, wave effects such as diffraction, attenuation, dispersion and nonlinearity are all considered. Additionally, density, speed of sound, attenuation coefficient, power law exponent and nonlinear coefficient can all be spatially varying functions. The Kramers-Kronig dispersion relation is applied by directly replacing the speed of sound \( c \) with \( c_p \) and \( c_p = (1/\hat{c} + \alpha_0 \tan(\pi y/2) \omega^{y-1})^{-1} \) [12], where \( \hat{c} \) is the sound speed at zero frequency, \( y \) is the power law exponent, \( \alpha_0 \) is the absorption in Np·MHz\(^{y}\)·m\(^{-1}\). This model, however, is only accurate for media with weak speed of sound contrast. As shown by our previous study [223], this model is a one-way model; it does not consider the transmission coefficient associated with the speed of sound variation. There is also an intrinsic error when computing the phase of the advancing wavefront, which grows as the speed of sound contrast increases [223]. To have a more general model that could be applied to strongly heterogeneous media, phase correction and transmission compensation will be introduced. Multiple reflections are also proposed to complement the model.

4.2.2. Phase Correction

Considering a 1D inhomogeneous medium with a speed of sound variation that is

\[
c = \begin{cases} 
c_0, & \text{when } z \leq z_0 \\
c_1, & \text{when } z > z_0
\end{cases}
\] (4.7)

The analytical solution of the pressure at \( z + \Delta z \) (\( z = z_0 \)) without considering the transmission coefficient (only consider the phase change) is

\[
(P_{z+\Delta z})_{\text{analytical}} = P_z e^{iK'\Delta z},
\] (4.8)

where \( K' \) is the wave number and \( K' = \omega/c_2 \), \( P_z \) is the wave pressure at \( z \) with a frequency of \( \omega \).

The original MDM solution, on the other hand, is described as [223]

\[
(P_{z+\Delta z})_{\text{MDM}} = P_z e^{iK\Delta z} + e^{iK\Delta z} \frac{e^{ik\Delta z}}{2ik} \int_0^{\Delta z} e^{-iKz'}(M)P(z') dz',
\] (4.9)
For 1D wave propagation, \( K = \omega/c_0 \) and \( M = -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} - 1 \right) \). In this case, \( c_0 = c_1 \). It has been rigorously proven that this solution is only valid for weakly heterogeneous media [223]. To solve the integral equation in the form of \( y(t_{n+1}) = y(t_n) + \int_{t_n}^{t_{n+1}} f(s, y(s)) \, ds \), the Trapezoidal rule is applied and it yields

\[
y_{n+1} = y_n + \frac{\Delta z}{2} \left[ f(t_n, y_n) + f(t_{n+1}, y_{n+1}) \right].
\]

(4.10)

Applying this to Eq. (4.9) yields

\[
(P_{z+\Delta z})_{MDM} = P_z e^{iK\Delta z} + \frac{e^{iK\Delta z} \Delta z}{2iK} \left[ M_z P_z + M_z + \Delta z P_{z+\Delta z} e^{-iK\Delta z} \right].
\]

(4.11)

By rearranging Eq. (4.11), we have

\[
(P_{z+\Delta z})_{MDM} = \frac{P_z e^{iK\Delta z} e^{iK\Delta z} + \frac{i}{4iK} \Delta z M_z P_{z+\Delta z}}{1 - \frac{i}{4iK} \Delta z M_z + \Delta z}.
\]

(4.12)

To examine the exact phase error in the MDM, Eq. (4.12) is subtracted from Eq. (4.8). Rearranging the resulting equation, the following equation is arrived at, which yields

\[
(P_{z+\Delta z})_{analytical} = (P_{z+\Delta z})_{MDM} + P_z e^{iK'\Delta z} \left( 1 - e^{i(K-K')\Delta z} \frac{1 + \frac{i}{4iK} \Delta z}{1 - \frac{i}{4iK} \Delta z} \right).
\]

(4.13)

\( P_z e^{iK'\Delta z} \left( 1 - e^{i(K-K')\Delta z} \frac{1 + \frac{i}{4iK} \Delta z}{1 - \frac{i}{4iK} \Delta z} \right) \) is therefore the phase correction term. Although this correction is derived based on the 1D assumption, it can be applied to more general cases with sufficient accuracy as will be shown in this chapter.

4.2.3. Amplitude Compensation

The transmission coefficient due to the variation of sound speed is not considered in the original MDM, which can be a significant source of error for simulations involving a large speed of sound contrast. Although the MDM could consider the transmission coefficient due to the variation of density, as mentioned earlier, the density heterogeneity term could introduce a
singularity and render the algorithm unstable. Therefore, an amplitude compensation is introduced
for addressing the density and speed of sound heterogeneities. The compensation term reads
(similar to what was used in reference 83)

\[ T(x, y, z) = \frac{2 \rho(x, y, z + \Delta z) c(x, y, z + \Delta z)}{\rho(x, y, z) c(x, y, z + \Delta z) + \rho(x, y, z + \Delta z) c(x, y, z + \Delta z)}, \]  

(4.14)

where \( c(x, y, z) \) and \( \rho(x, y, z) \) are the speed of sound and density at plane \( z \), respectively; \( c(x, y, z + \Delta z) \) and \( \rho(x, y, z + \Delta z) \) are the speed of sound and density at plane \( z + \Delta z \), respectively. Similar to Eq. (4.13), Eq. (4.14) is only exact for 1D cases [230]. To implement the phase and amplitude corrections, the second term on the right hand side of Eq. (4.13) is added to \( \tilde{P}(z) \) in Eq. (4.5) during the iteration. After applying the inverse Fourier transform to \( \tilde{P}(z) \), the amplitude is then corrected by multiplying \( T(x, y, z) \).

4.2.4. Multiple Reflections

Reflections can be further added in the MMDM by using the following equation [230]

\[ P_{\text{reflection}} = P_{\text{incident}}(T - 1), \]  

(4.15)

where \( P_{\text{incident}} \) is the incident wave used for calculating the reflected wave. For example, when calculating the first-order reflection, \( P_{\text{incident}} \) is the transmissive waveform at each plane, i.e., the result of the one-way MMDM. The corresponding \( P_{\text{reflection}} \) is first calculated for each layer by Eq. (4.15) and stored during the forward projection step. Subsequently, the entire first-order reflection field can be computed by considering \( P_{\text{reflection}} \) as the boundary condition and having it propagate in the backward direction. When calculating the second-order reflection, \( P_{\text{incident}} \) is given by the first-order reflection wave field. By propagating the resulting \( P_{\text{reflection}} \) in the forward direction, the second-order reflection field can be formed. This procedure continues until the desired maximum order of reflection is reached. In general, an even-order reflection is associated with forward propagation while an odd-order reflection travels in the backward direction. The final wave
field can be obtained by superposing all solutions. It is noted that, again, Eq. (4.15) is only exact for 1D wave propagation, which is consistent with the assumption underpinning Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14). A flowchart illustrating how the corrections and reflections are implemented in the MMDM can be found in Fig. 4.1.

**Figure. 4.1** A flowchart illustrates the scheme to add corrections and reflections to the MDM. At each iteration step, both the phase correction and amplitude compensation are added to the MDM result. For each propagation, the reflected wave field on each plane is calculated and stored. These wave fields then propagate with both phase and amplitude corrections in the forward/backward direction. The total pressure field is finally obtained by superposing the transmission and reflection wave fields.

### 4.3. Simulations Results

Two representative cases are first studied to evaluate the accuracy of the MMDM. In all cases, focused ultrasound beams are used and are generated with a planar phased array. For transient simulations, a Gaussian-modulated pulse is used and is expressed in Eq. (2.13). Benchmark results
are obtained by the MATLAB toolbox k-Wave [199]. Both spatial and temporal resolutions used in the benchmark simulations are sufficiently fine in order to obtain well-converged results. L2-norm errors are calculated to quantitatively analyze the accuracy of the MMDM and this error is defined in Eq. (3.12).

A layered medium shown in Fig. 4.2 (a) is first studied. In the blue region, the speed of sound is 1500 m/s and density is 1000 kg/m³; in the red region, the speed of sound is 3000 m/s and density is 2000 kg/m³, indicating a contrast of 2.0 for both acoustical properties. The transducer focal length is 68.6 mm and the transducer diameter is 34.3 mm, corresponding to an F number of 2.0. The transducer center frequency is 0.7 MHz and the pressure magnitude of the excitation \( p_0 \) is 1 Pa. The absorption layer is enabled to minimize the spatial aliasing error. For the transient simulation, \( \gamma_{max} \) is 0.6 and \( \alpha \) is 0.05. For the benchmark simulation using k-Wave, the spatial step size is \( 1/16 \lambda \). The time step size \( dt \) is 0.0022 \( \mu \)s, corresponding to a CFL number of 0.05.

For the MDM and MMDM simulations, the spatial step size in the \( x \) direction is \( 1/4 \lambda \) and it is \( 1/16 \lambda \) in the \( y \) direction (propagation direction). The time step size \( dt \) is 0.1786 \( \mu \)s. Additional simulations show that smaller \( dt \) does not significantly affect the result once the Nyquist sampling rate is well satisfied. Waveforms recorded at the transducer focus simulated with different methods are shown and compared in Fig. 4.2(b). The L2-norm error is 1.3689 for the simulation with MDM and is 0.0585 for the simulation with MMDM incorporating up to the fourth-order reflection (denoted as MMDM4; MMDMn stands for the MMDM incorporating up to the \( n \)-th-order reflection). When the nonlinear effect is considered, the pressure magnitude is increased from 1 Pa to 1 MPa. The nonlinearity coefficient for the whole domain is 3.6. The time-domain and frequency-domain results at the focal point are plotted in Figs. 4.2(c)-(d). The L2-norm error is 1.3825 for MDM and is 0.0639 for MMDM4. In both linear and nonlinear cases, the error is reduced by
almost a factor of 20. In both Figs. 4.2(b) and 4.2(d), even-order reflections can be observed in the MMDM and k-Wave results, as anticipated.

**Figure. 4.2** (a) A 2D layered medium. The red line indicates the position of the phased array transducer and the red dot indicates the position of the transducer focus. (b) Waveforms recorded at the geometrical focus of the transducer. The results simulated by k-Wave, MDM and MMDM4 are compared when the medium is linear. (c) Time-domain and (d) frequency domain results at the geometrical focus of the transducer. The results simulated by k-Wave, MDM and MMDM4 are compared when the nonlinear effect is considered.

A 2D human skull is then studied to further validate the MMDM and the *in silico* model is shown in Fig. 4.3(a). The speed of sound is between 1500 m/s and 2816.1 m/s; the density is between 1000 kg/m$^3$ and 2588 kg/m$^3$. The transducer focal length is 58.6 mm and its diameter is 39.3 mm, corresponding to an $F$ number of 1.5. The transducer center frequency is 0.7 MHz and the pressure amplitude is 1 Pa. The spatial step size in the $x$ and $y$ directions are both 0.1953 mm.
for all simulations. The time step size in k-Wave is 0.0022 μs while it is 0.1786 μs in the MDM and MMDM. The medium is considered to be lossless. The effect of acoustic absorption will be addressed in the discussion section. We first compare the waveforms recorded at the focus of the transducer, which are plotted in Fig. 4.3 (b). The L2-norm error is 1.0721 for MDM and is 0.1128 for MMDM. In contrast to the previous case, the even order reflections are not visible in this case as they are mixed with the primary transmissive (0th order) wave. The nonlinear effect is subsequently considered. The nonlinearity coefficient is 3.6 throughout the entire domain, though in principle it can be inhomogeneous in the MDM/MMDM. The pressure magnitude is increased to 1 MPa to enhance the nonlinear effect. The time-domain and frequency-domain results at the focal point of the transducer are shown in Figs. 4.3(c)-(d). The L2-norm error is 1.0976 for MDM and is 0.1280 for MMDM. In this case, the error is reduced by a factor of almost 10 for both linear and nonlinear simulations.
Figure 4.3 (a) A 2D skull model. The red line on the left indicates the array position and the red dot is the geometrical focus. (b) Waveforms recorded at the geometrical focus of the transducer. The results simulated by k-Wave, MDM and MMDM4 are compared when the medium is linear. (c) Time-domain and (d) frequency domain results at the geometrical focus of the transducer. The results simulated by k-Wave, MDM and MMDM4 are compared when the nonlinear effect is considered.

The MMDM is also capable of directly modeling the acoustic field at the frequency of interest [229] since this method is intrinsically a frequency-domain method. It is shown that, compared to transient simulations, where the acoustic field of a certain frequency needs to be acquired by Fourier transform, directly operating the MDM/MMDM at the frequency of interest can be orders of magnitude more computationally efficient. This, however, has only been demonstrated for linear and weakly nonlinear cases, where the couplings between the fundamental
frequency and the harmonics are minimal [229]. In this study, linear wave propagation is assumed and the excitation signal in k-Wave is a continuous sinusoidal wave centered at 0.7 MHz. For MDM/MMDM, the absorption layer is enabled where $\gamma_{max}$ is chosen as 0.5 and $\alpha$ is 0.03. Four sets of results, obtained by k-Wave, MDM, MMDM and MMDM4, are plotted in Figs. 4.4(a)-(d). For the region shown in Figs. 4(a)-(d) (approximately 80 mm by 80 mm), the L2-norm error is 0.3391 for MDM, 0.2863 for MMDM, and 0.1764 for MMDM4, respectively. Axial pressure distributions along $x = 0$ are also compared in Fig. 4.4(e) between different models.

4.4. Discussion

We have investigated the accuracy of the MMDM for modeling linear/nonlinear wave propagation in strongly heterogeneous media. It is found that with the phase correction, amplitude compensation, as well as the addition of reflections, the MMDM is significantly more accurate than the original MDM for the two cases tested in this study.

Some deviations in terms of the pressure amplitude between the MMDM and k-Wave results can be observed in the skull case. This is likely due to the fact that the amplitude compensation introduced in the MMDM is based on the 1D assumption, though there is also the possibility that k-Wave results are less accurate for a complicated structure like the skull [232]. This could also explain why the amplitude deviation is less visible in the layered medium case, as the layer has a more regular shape and therefore the 1D assumption is more applicable and k-Wave results are also potentially more accurate in this case. To confirm this, we investigate a case where the layer is tilted at an angle of 11° instead of being normal to the beam direction (Fig. 4.5(a)). The density and speed of sound contrast are kept at 2.0. The time domain waveforms recorded at the focal point of the transducer are compared in Fig. 4.5(b). The L2-norm error is 1.0132 for MDM and is 0.4101 for MMDM4. In this case, larger amplitude differences are observed, while the phase
correction still seems to be robust although the 1D assumption breaks down in this case. Another scenario where the 1D assumption could break down is when the wave field is strongly diverging (e.g., a spherical or cylindrical wave). This, however, is less relevant to therapeutic ultrasound and therefore is not discussed here.

**Figure 4.4** Spatial pressure distributions for the skull case simulated with (a) k-Wave, (b) MDM, (c) MMDM and (d) MMDM4. (e) Comparison for the axial pressure distribution along x=0.
Multiple reflections have been studied as a means to improve the model. Figure 4.2(b), for example, suggests that the second-order and fourth-order reflections can be accurately modeled. Figure 4.4 compares the spatial pressure distribution for the skull case, simulated with k-Wave, MDM, MMDM and MMDM4. When reflections are included in the simulation, the accuracy is clearly improved. For example, the focal size can be more precisely predicted; the interference pattern due to waves traveling in opposite directions can be now captured.

![Graph showing pressure distribution and waveforms](image)

**Figure 4.5** (a) A 2D oblique-layered media. The red line indicates the position of the phased array transducer and the red dot indicates the position of the transducer focus. (b) Comparison of the waveforms at the geometrical focus of the transducer simulated with k-Wave, MDM and MMDM4.

The numerical implementation throughout this study is based on MATLAB 2018a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) on a 64-bit operating system with a 12-core 3.00-GHz Intel Xeon (R) Gold 6136 CPU (Intel Corp., Santa Clara, CA) processor and 192 GB of RAM. To simulate transient wave propagation using the 2D skull, the MMDM takes about 85 seconds and the MMDM4 takes about 345 seconds, given a computational domain that is about 120 mm by 80 mm. For generating the results shown in Fig. 4.4, however, the MMDM only takes about 1.60 seconds.
and the MMDM4 takes about 5.7 seconds. Though the MMDM is computationally efficient, the computation time inevitably increases when high-order reflections are considered. Thus, it is necessary to conduct a convergence study on multiple reflections: how many reflections are necessary for achieving satisfactory results? To this end, we first examine the steady state results for the skull model with the MMDM. The L2-norm errors are calculated using MMDM50 result as the benchmark solution and the errors are plotted in Fig. 4.7. The result is considered converged when the L2-norm error is less than 0.02. It can be seen that the result is indeed converging, indicating a less significant role of higher-order reflections. The fourth-order reflection seems to be sufficient for the lossless skull simulation to attain converged results. For a more realistic simulation, absorption, which can be deduced by the density [189], is added to the skull. The absorption coefficient varies from 0.005 dB · MHz⁻¹ cm⁻¹ to 23.45 dB · MHz⁻¹ cm⁻¹. The power law exponent is assumed to be 2.0 in this case, as there is no well-established data on the power law exponent for skulls. The result is seen to converge faster with the consideration of absorption, and in this case, the second-order reflection is sufficient for results to converge. The results of k-Wave are not provided for the lossy skull case since k-Wave is less accurate when large absorption values are considered [259].

Two additional questions naturally arise: is it necessary to apply the corrections for soft tissue where the heterogeneities are relatively weak? Is it necessary to consider multiple reflections in soft tissue? To answer this question, a tissue map is considered as illustrated in Fig. 4.6 (a). The acoustical properties for different tissue parts are listed in Table 3.1. The excitation pressure magnitude is 1 Pa and the center frequency is 0.7 MHz. The transducer focal length is 49.5 mm and its diameter is 33.2 mm, corresponding to an F number of 1.5. The lossless case is first considered. The 2D pressure distributions obtained by k-Wave, MDM, and MDM2 are shown in Figs. 4.6(b)-
(d). The axial pressure distributions along x=0 are shown in Fig. 4.6 (e) for k-Wave, MDM, MMDM, and MDM2, respectively. The L2-norm error calculated using the whole domain is 0.1478 for the MDM and is 0.1444 for the MMDM (the 2D pressure distribution calculated by the MMDM is not shown in this chapter). Thus, the corrections in phase and amplitude do not significantly improve the MDM in this case. The L2-norm error, on the other hand, is 0.1182 for the MDM2, indicating that in this case the inclusion of reflections is in fact more important than the correction. While these results suggest that it may not be necessary to apply corrections or even reflections to the MDM for soft tissue, this conclusion should be further examined for problems involving considerably larger computational domains, since the phase and amplitude errors grow along the wave propagation direction in the MDM. The convergence study for the lossless soft tissue and lossy soft tissue are also carried out and the results are shown in Fig. 4.7 with the MMDM50 results as the benchmark. It can be concluded that in this soft tissue case, up to the second-order reflection could be sufficient to obtain converged results (L2-norm errors being smaller than 0.02).
Figure 4.6 (a) A 2D human tissue map. The superficial layers from the left to the right denote connective tissue (red), fat (dark blue) with embedded connective tissue (red), muscle (yellow), liver (orange) and tissue (green). Blood (light blue) is inside the liver. The red line on the left boundary indicates the array position. The red dot is the geometrical focus. Spatial pressure distributions simulated with (b) k-Wave, (c) MDM, and (d) MDM2 are shown. (e) Comparison of the axial pressure distributions along the beam axis.
4.5. Conclusion

In this chapter, phase correction and amplitude compensation are proposed and implemented in the MDM so that the algorithm can be more suited to modeling wave propagation in strongly heterogeneous media. The resulting model, i.e., the MMDM, is evaluated by studying two cases with strong speed of sound and density contrasts. Simulation results show that the MMDM is markedly more accurate in terms of predicting the phase and amplitude of the waveform, provided that the ultrasound beam is more or less perpendicular to the phase aberrating layer. It is also shown that reflections can be added to the MMDM to further improve the accuracy of the model. Convergence studies show that the second-order reflection is sufficient for soft tissue and lossy skull simulations. While the computation time increases with the addition of reflections, the MMDM is still computationally efficient when used to predict the wave field at specific...
frequencies of interest. Though the simulations in this chapter are conducted in 2D, the algorithm can readily be extended for 3D simulations.
CHAPTER 5

mSOUND TOOLBOX

The work presented in this chapter is in preparation for IEEE Transaction on Ultrasonics, Ferroelectronics, and Frequency Control [260]

5.1. Introduction

Numerical modeling of wave propagation provides an important avenue to help understand the ultrasound-tissue interaction, innovate medical ultrasound technologies, and facilitate the characterization and design of ultrasound transducers in an efficient and cost-effective manner. For example, tissue harmonic ultrasound imaging was studied by Treeby et al. [177] with numerical simulations. Yin and Hynynen [261] investigated the low-frequency transcranial focused ultrasound without skull-specific aberration corrections through a numerical study. Canney et al. [37] combined the measurement and modeling to characterize ultrasound fields in high intensity focused ultrasound.

To date, many simulation toolboxes based on various algorithms have been made available in the public domain. Field II [262] [263] is regarded as the earliest and one of the most popular open source toolboxes for acoustic field characterization and studying ultrasound imaging approaches [264]. However, it is only capable of linear acoustic wave simulations in homogeneous media. FOCUS [63] computes the acoustic fields radiated by ultrasound transducers using the fast nearfield method (FNM) and the angular spectrum approach (ASA). Only homogeneous media or layered media are considered. In addition, the Khokhlov-Zabolotkaya-Kuznetsov (KZK) equation is used for nonlinear wave propagation in FOCUS. SimSonic [265] was developed to solve the elastodynamic equations in 2D and 3D using the finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method.
HIFU Simulator was developed by Soneson [213] [266] and it consists of a wave propagation module and a heating module. The wide-angle KZK equation is solved for the simulation of axisymmetric continuous wave beams in homogeneous or layered media. CREANUIS [140] encompasses a nonlinear wave solver based on the generalized angular spectrum method (GASM) as well as an image reconstruction scheme. The acoustic media can be considered inhomogeneous in terms of the nonlinearity coefficient. k-Wave [199] is designed for time-domain acoustic simulations in arbitrarily heterogeneous media. The coupled nonlinear first-order equations (momentum equation, mass conservation equation and the nonlinear pressure-density relation equation) are solved together with the k-space time-domain method [49]. k-Wave has been recently used for many applications, such as HIFU [267], PAT [183] and neuromodulation [232]. Moreover, k-Wave is capable of modeling elastic wave propagation [268]. However, k-Wave is based on time-domain methods and therefore can be computationally expensive. A brief summary for some of the most widely used medical ultrasound simulation toolboxes can be found in Table 5.1.

In this chapter, a new open source toolbox, mSOUND, is introduced for linear/nonlinear acoustic wave simulations in arbitrarily heterogeneous media. This toolbox is developed based on the generalized Westervelt equation. While the algorithm intrinsically models one-way propagation, users have the option to include reflections [269]. This toolbox encompasses two distinct numerical methods: the transient mixed domain method (TMDM) [223] and the frequency-specific mixed domain method (FSMDM) [229]. The TMDM generates the results in the time domain while the FSMDM generates the simulation results directly at the frequencies of interest, which are the fundamental frequency and the second harmonics, assuming sinusoidal excitations. The FSMDM should only be used if linear or weakly nonlinear wave propagation is considered.
While the TMDM is advantageous for modeling pulsed-waves and arbitrary nonlinearity (from weakly nonlinear to strongly nonlinear wave propagation), FSMDM is more suited to modeling continuous waves, and therefore is a better method to investigate conventional HIFU approaches. Backward propagation is also included in mSOUND and it operates with both the TMDM and FSMDM. With forward projection, the acoustic signal or the steady-state pressure could be recorded at a given distance from the source plane, or more generally, any point in space. With backward projection, the recorded signals can be back-projected to reconstruct the source [12] [128], in a way similar to time-reversal operation [189].

Table 5.1. Summary for contemporary medical ultrasound simulation toolboxes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Solution method</th>
<th>Nonlinearity</th>
<th>Heterogeneity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abersim [212]</td>
<td>Operator-splitting method and ASA</td>
<td>Yes (Westervelt/KZK-based)</td>
<td>Random phase delays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREANUIS [140]</td>
<td>GASM</td>
<td>Yes (Westervelt-based)</td>
<td>Heterogeneous nonlinearity coefficients only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field II [262]</td>
<td>Spatial impulse response</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCUS [63]</td>
<td>FNM and ASA</td>
<td>Yes (KZK-based)</td>
<td>Layered media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k-Wave [199]</td>
<td>k-space time-domain method</td>
<td>Yes (Westervelt-based)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZK Bergen code [111]</td>
<td>Frequency-domain solution</td>
<td>Yes (KZK-based)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KZK Texas code[40]</td>
<td>Time-domain solution</td>
<td>Yes (KZK-based)</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mSOUND</td>
<td>Mixed-domain method</td>
<td>Yes (Westervelt-based)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimSonic [265]</td>
<td>FDTD</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2. Theory

5.2.1. Forward Projection

We start from the generalized Westervelt equation which reads [1]

\[ \rho \nabla \cdot \left( \frac{1}{\rho} \nabla p \right) - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} + \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 p}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{\rho c^4} \frac{\partial^2 p}{\partial t^2} = 0 \]  

(5.1)

where \( p \) the acoustic pressure, \( \rho \) the ambient density, \( c \) is the speed of sound, \( \delta \) is the sound diffusivity, \( \delta = 2\alpha_{NP}c^3/\omega^2 \) (\( \alpha_{NP} \) is the attenuation coefficient in \( Np/m \) and \( \omega \) is the angular frequency), and \( \beta \) is the nonlinearity coefficient. We first transform (5.1) by applying the normalized wave field \( f = p/\sqrt{\rho} \) and the equation yields

\[ \nabla^2 f - \frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial t^2} - f \sqrt{\rho} \nabla^2 \frac{1}{\sqrt{\rho}} + \frac{\delta}{c^4} \frac{\partial^3 f}{\partial t^3} + \frac{\beta}{\sqrt{\rho} c^4} \frac{\partial^2 f^2}{\partial t^2} = 0. \]  

(5.2)

By performing the Fourier transform to (5.2) with respect to \( x, y \) and \( t \), we have

\[ \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \tilde{F} + K^2 \tilde{F} = F_{xy} \left\{ \left[ -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} - 1 \right) + i\omega \delta c^3 \right] \mathcal{F}_t(f) \right\} + F_{xy} \left( \frac{\beta \omega^2}{\rho c^4} \mathcal{F}_t(f^2) \right) \]  

(5.3)

where \( \tilde{F} \) is the Fourier transform of \( f \), \( F_{xy} \) is the Fourier transform operator in \( x \)- and \( y \)-dimensions, \( F_t \) is the Fourier transform operator in the time domain, \( c_0 \) is the background sound speed and \( K^2 = \omega^2/c_0^2 - k_x^2 - k_y^2 \), with \( k_x \) and \( k_y \) being the wavenumbers in \( x \)- and \( y \)-dimensions. An implicit one-way propagation solution to (5.3) can be derived from the one-dimensional (1D) Green’s function in an integral form [12], such that

\[ \tilde{F}(z) = \tilde{F}(0) e^{iKz} + \frac{e^{ik_xz}}{2ik} \int_0^z e^{-iKz'} M(f(z'))dz' \]  

(5.4)

where

\[ M(f) = F_{xy} \left\{ \left[ -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{c_0^2}{c^2} - 1 \right) + i\omega \delta c^3 \right] \mathcal{F}_t(f) \right\} + F_{xy} \left( \frac{\beta \omega^2}{\rho c^4} \mathcal{F}_t(f^2) \right) \]  

(5.5)

Equation (5.4) can be solved by using a Simpson-like rule [129]. In this algorithm, wave effects such as diffraction, attenuation, dispersion and nonlinearity are all considered. The Kramers-
Kronig dispersion relation can be applied directly by replacing the speed of sound $c$ with $c_p$ and $c_p = \left(1/\hat{c} + \alpha_0 \tan(\pi y/2) \omega^{y-1}\right)^{-1}$ [12], where $\hat{c}$ is the sound speed at zero frequency, $y$ is the power law exponent, $\alpha_0$ is the absorption in Np·MHz⁻¹·m⁻¹. In mSOUND, the input attenuation coefficient is $\alpha$ with unit dB·MHz⁻¹·cm⁻¹ and $\alpha = 868.6\alpha_0$. When modeling wave propagation in strongly heterogeneous media (e.g., skulls), phase correction (not to be confused with the correction for phase aberration) and amplitude compensation should be considered [269]. Multiple reflection at different orders can be also incorporated with the TMDM/FSMDM algorithm [269].

5.2.2. Backward Projection

Forward projection can be used to calculate the pressure field generated by acoustic sources while the backward projection can be used to obtain the source information. By changing $z$ in (5.4) to $-z$ [270], the backward projection algorithm can be obtained as

$$\tilde{F}(-z) = \tilde{F}(0)e^{-ikz} - \frac{e^{-ikz}}{2ik} \int_{0}^{-z} e^{ikz'} M(f(-z'))dz'.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

Equation (5.6) can be again solved with the Simpson-like integral in mSOUND.

5.3. mSOUND Toolbox

5.3.1. Overview of the Toolbox

Based on the theory presented in the previous section, mSOUND is capable of simulating forward and backward wave propagation in linear/nonlinear media with arbitrary heterogeneities. This toolbox is freely available at https://m-sound.github.io/mSOUND/home. There are four main categories included in mSOUND:

- Forward projection in one/two/three-dimensional heterogeneous media using the TMDM with the functions ForwardND (Forward1D, Forward2D and Forward3D).
- Backward projection in one/two/three-dimensional heterogeneous media using the TMDM with the functions BackwardND (Backward1D, Backward2D and Backward3D).
- Forward propagation in two/three-dimensional heterogeneous media using the FSMDM with the functions ForwardND Fund (Forward2D Fund and Forward3D Fund) and ForwardND Sec (Forward2D Sec and Forward3D Sec).

- Backward propagation in two/three-dimensional heterogeneous media using the FSMDM with the functions BackwardND Fund (Backward2D Fund and Backward3D Fund).

Simulation setups for forward and backward projections are very similar, with the only major difference being that reflections are not currently included in backward projection. In addition, backward projection for the second harmonic pressure is not implemented in mSOUND. Thus, the functions are introduced in two categories in the following parts: simulations with the TMDM and simulations with the FSMDM. Examples are given in section 5.4 to demonstrate how to conduct simulations with these functions.

5.3.2. TMDM

The functions ForwardND should be used for forward projection when transient results (waveforms) are desired. Five inputs are required when calling functions ForwardND and they are mgrid, medium, source_p, sensor_mask and reflection_order. mgrid is a structure returned by the function set_grid and it defines the discretized computational domain. medium is also a structure containing spatially distributed speed of sound, density, nonlinear coefficient, attenuation coefficient, and power law exponent. source_p defines the excitation signal. sensor_mask defines the positions where the signals are to be recorded, and it is in the Cartesian coordinate system. reflection_order is the maximum order of reflection to be included in the simulation. We point out here that some of the inputs share the same names as those in k-Wave (such as sensor_mask). This is to help users who are familiar with
k-Wave to more quickly learn mSOUND. The functions ForwardND are based on solving (5.4) with the Simpson-like rule. The marching is along the main propagation direction (y for 2D and z for 3D) and users have the option to record the acoustic pressure at the positions defined by sensor_mask. Figure 5.1 illustrates the simulation steps of the TMDM. Backward projection has the similar procedures of setting up a simulation with functions BackwardND.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.1** Illustration of the simulation with the TMDM for heterogeneous media.

5.3.3. FSMDM

When computing the steady-state pressure field at the fundamental frequency (p_fundamental) with the FSMDM, there are five required inputs for calling functions ForwardND_fund and they are: mgrid, medium, source_p, omega_c and reflection_order. omega_c is the center frequency of the sinusoidal wave. When the FSMDM is used for the simulation of the second harmonic pressure, p_fundamental will be used as one of the required inputs for calling the functions ForwardND_sec. Density is assumed homogeneous, though, for the simulation of the second harmonic wave field [229]. Reflections are
also not included in the second harmonic simulation. The simulation steps of FSMDM are illustrated in Figure 5.2. Backward projections are simulated with the functions BackwardND_fun.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 5.2** Illustration of the simulation with the FSMDM for heterogeneous media.

### 5.4. mSOUND Simulation Examples

#### 5.4.1. Forward Projection with TMDM

In the first example, a 2D multiple-layered media (shown in Fig. 5.3(a)) with heterogenous density, speed of sound, attenuation coefficient and power law exponent is used to show how to set up simulations with the TMDM. A nonlinearity coefficient of 3.6 is used for the whole domain. A phased array is used to generate the focused beam. The schematic for the generation of a focused beam using a phased array can be found in Fig. 5.4(a). The MATLAB syntax is given below:

```matlab
% define the computational domain
dx = 5.3571e-04; %[m]
dy = 1.3393e-04; %[m]
```
dt = 1.7857e-07; % [s]
x_length = 0.1050; % [m]
y_length = 0.0750; % [m]
t_length = 1.0286e-04; % [s]
mgrid = set_grid(dt, t_length, dx, x_length, dy, y_length);
% define the phased array
fc = 0.7e6; % center frequency [Hz]
TR_focus = 0.0686; % focal length [m]
TR_radius = 0.0171; % transducer radius [m]
medium.c0 = 1500; % reference speed of sound [m/s]
delay = sqrt((mgrid.x).^2 + TR_focus^2)/medium.c0; % [s]
delay = delay - min(dela
% define the excitation waveform
p0 = 1; % [Pa]
ts = [-4/fc:dt:4/fc].'; % excitation pulse length [s]
delay = repmat(delay, length(ts), 1);
ts = repmat(ts, 1, mgrid.num_x);
source_p =
p0*sin(2*pi*fc*(ts+delay)).*exp((ts+delay).^2*fc^2/2);
source_p(:, abs(mgrid.x)>TR_radius) = 0;

% define the medium properties
load layered.mat % the mat file can be downloaded from https://github.com/m-
SOUND/mSOUND/blob/master/download/layered.mat
medium.c = c; % [m/s]
medium.rho = rho; % [kg/m^3]
medium.beta = 3.6;
medium.ca = ca; % [dB·MHz·cm^{-1}]
medium.cb = cb;
medium.NRL_gamma = 0.6;
medium.NRL_alpha = 0.05;

% run the simulation
sensor_mask = zeros(mgrid.num_x, mgrid.num_y+1);
sensor_mask(:, 2:end) = 1;
reflection_order = 2;
p_time = Forward2D(mgrid, medium, source_p, sensor_mask, reflection_order, 'NRL');
p_time = reshape(p_time, mgrid.num_t, mgrid.num_x, mgrid.num_y+1);
The discrete computational domain is defined with the function `set_grid`. The spatial resolution ($dx$), temporal resolution ($dt$), marching step size ($dy$), and the computational domain size ($x_{\text{length}}$, $y_{\text{length}}$, $t_{\text{length}}$) are used to calculate the Cartesian coordinates and discrete wavenumbers for discrete Fourier transform (DFT). In mSOUND, a smaller time step size $dt$ does not significantly affect the result once the Nyquist sampling rate is well satisfied. Moreover, there is no Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number to be satisfied in this algorithm since mSOUND is not based on time-domain methods [223]. The returned information is encapsulated in the structure `mgrid`. The excitation pressure `source_p` is indexed as (time, source_position).

Medium properties are defined within the structure `medium`. In 2D heterogeneous media, for example, `medium.c`, `medium.rho`, `medium.beta`, `medium.ca` and `medium.cb` are given as matrices with a size (mgrid.num_x, mgrid.num_y+1). mgrid.num_x and mgrid.num_y are the numbers of grid points in the $x$ and $y$ direction. In this case, wave propagates in the $y$ direction. The row number is mgrid.num_y+1 because the medium
properties for the source plane also need to be provided. For 3D simulations, the medium properties should be given as matrices with a size \((mgrid.num_x, mgrid.num_y, mgrid.num_z+1)\). For homogeneous media, though, the medium properties can be described by a single scalar. \(\text{medium.c0}\) is the reference speed of sound and generally, it is chosen as the minimum value of \(\text{medium.c}\).

\(\text{sensor_mask}\) and \(\text{reflection_order}\) are also required to call the function \(\text{Forward2D}\). The \(\text{sensor_mask}\) contains the positions in Cartesian coordinate with a matrix size \((mgrid.num_x, mgrid.num_y+1)\) with the recording positions marked with logical value 1 while other positions are marked with 0. If the \(\text{sensor_mask}\) is given as \(\text{ones}(mgrid.num_x, mgrid.num_y+1)\), the pressure field will be recorded throughout the entire domain, including the source plane. \(\text{reflection_order}\) indicates the maximum order of reflections to be included in the simulation. This number is recommended to be 2 for lossy biological media in order to achieve the best tradeoff between accuracy and computation time.

There are optional inputs available for the users to choose. For instance, by invoking ‘NRL’ (which stands for non-reflecting layer), non-reflecting layers are added to the computational domain and would minimize the spatial aliasing error [73]. If the non-reflecting layer is activated, \(\text{medium.NRL_gamma}\) and \(\text{medium.NRL_alpha}\) must be given. A large \(\text{medium.NRL_gamma}\) or a small \(\text{medium.NRL_alpha}\) implies more energy will be absorbed and thus reducing the aliasing error. On the contrary, if \(\text{medium.NRL_alpha}\) is too small, the acoustic field becomes inaccurate due to excess absorption. For simulations with large speed of sound or density contrast (contrast ratio being larger than 1.05), ‘correction’ is recommended. ‘correction’ will correct both the phase and amplitude errors for strongly heterogeneous media using the algorithms depicted in [269]. If users would like to check the wave
field as the simulation is progressing, the ‘animation’ option can be enabled, which is only allowed for the TMDM. ‘record_animation’ will record the animation and save the animation file as ‘animation.avi’. ‘animation’ and ‘record_animation’ are not implemented for 1D simulations. For 3D simulations, the animation of the wave propagation is produced along the $xz$ plane ($y = 0$).

When all the required inputs described above are given, the simulation commences by calling the function `Forward2D`. A wait bar will display the progress of the simulation and helps the user estimate the simulation time. The recorded pressure field will be returned as a binary grid in the MATLAB’s standard column-wise linear index ordering and it is indexed as $(\text{mgrid.num}_t, \text{sensor_mask})$, where $\text{mgrid.num}_t$ is the total points in time. The time-domain signal recorded at the transducer focus is shown in Fig. 5.4(b).

![Figure 5.4](image)

**Figure 5.4** (a) Sketch of generating focused beam with phased array. (b) The time-domain signal recorded at the transducer focus. Results are simulated with the function `Forward2D` in the heterogeneously layered media shown in Fig. 5.3(a).

5.4.2. Forward Projection with FSMDM

Simulations with FSMDM can directly obtain the pressure distributions at the frequencies
of interest. A half-ring medium mimicking a skull is presented below to illustrate the simulation
with the forward functions Forward2D_fund and Forward2D_sec. In this case, the density,
speed of sound and nonlinearity coefficient are all heterogeneous. A phased array is again used to
generate the focused beam. The MATLAB syntax shown below

```matlab
% define the computational domain
dx = 5.3571e-04;  %[m]
dy = 1.3393e-04;  %[m]
x_length = 0.1543; %[m]
y_length = 0.0771; %[m]
mgrid = set_grid(0, 0, dx, x_length, dy, y_length);

% define the excitation signal
fc = 0.7e6;  %center frequency [Hz]
p0 = 1.0e6;  %excitation pulse magnitude [Pa]
TR_focus = 0.0643;  %focal length [m]
TR_radius = 0.0161;  %aperture radius [m]
medium.c0 = 1500;  %reference speed of sound [m/s]
delay = sqrt((mgrid.x).^2 + TR_focus^2)/medium.c0;
delay = delay - min(delay);
source_p = p0*exp(1i*2*pi*fc*delay);
source_p(abs(mgrid.x)>TR_radius) = 0;

% define the medium
load annulus.mat  % the mat file can be download from
https://github.com/m-
SOUND/mSOUND/blob/master/download/annulus.mat.
medium.c = c;  %[m/s]
medium.rho = rho;  %[kg/m^3]
medium.beta = beta;
medium.ca = 0.0;  %[dB·MHz⁻¹cm⁻¹]
medium.cb = 2.0;
medium.NRL_gamma = 0.5;
medium.NRL_alpha = 0.03;

% run the simulation
omegac = fc*2*pi;
reflection_order = 4;
P_fundamental = Forward2D_fund(mgrid, medium, source_p, omega_c, reflection_order, 'correction', 'NRL');
P_second = Forward2D_sec(mgrid, medium, P_fundamental, omega_c, 'correction', 'NRL');
```
For FSMDM simulations, $dt$ and $t_{\text{length}}$ are disregarded. $source_p$ defines the spatially distributed pressure on the source plane. When the basic inputs: $mgrid$, $medium$, $source_p$, $omega_c$ and $reflection\_order$ are given, $Forward2D\_fund$ can be called upon to generate $P_{\text{fundamental}}$, which is the pressure at the fundamental frequency. $P_{\text{fundamental}}$ is then used as one of the required inputs to call the function $Forward2D\_sec$ for calculating the second harmonic wave field. ‘correction’ and ‘NRL’ are two optional inputs for both the function $Forward2D\_fund$ and $Forward2D\_sec$. Noteworthy is that when density heterogeneity has to be considered for the simulation of the pressure at the second harmonic, ‘correction’ option must be enabled. Otherwise, density will be assumed homogeneous. The pressure fields at the fundamental and second harmonic are shown in Fig. 5.5.

**Figure 5.5** Spatially distributed pressure (a) at the fundamental frequency and (b) at the second-harmonic frequency. The computational domain shown here is cropped from the original domain for illustration purposes. Results are simulated with the $Forward2D\_fund$ and $Forward2D\_sec$ functions respectively in the heterogeneously half annular media (shown in Fig. 5.3(b)).

5.4.3. Backward Projection with TMDM

mSOUND is also capable of propagating the pressure field backward toward the source,
which can be useful for near-field acoustical holography [271], sound focusing in heterogeneous media, and PAT. In PAT, for example, short-pulses of laser are first delivered into biological tissues, which are to be absorbed by the tissue, particularly the blood vessels. Ultrasonic waves are consequently produced via thermos-elastic expansion. By projecting the ultrasonic wave backward toward the tissue (in a way similar to time-reversal [272], [273], [183]), the initial ultrasonic pressure distribution can be recognized, rendering an image of the vessels.

To demonstrate the application for PAT, an initial source with the ‘mSOUND’ shape is used in this chapter for the illustration of the simulation with backward projection. The forward propagation of the emitted ultrasonic wave from the source is simulated with the k-Wave toolbox. The received signals are backward projected with the mSOUND toolbox for the initial source image reconstruction. In this case, Backward2D is used. The definitions of ‘mgrid’, ‘medium’ and ‘sensor_mask’ are similar to those in the forward projection. The ‘source_p’ required for the function Backward2D is the signals recorded at the right boundary of Fig. 5.6(a), generated by k-Wave. The details of the simulation setup for this example can be found from the mSOUND website and the syntax is not provided here to save space. Figure 5.6(b) shows the reconstructed source distribution with the time-reversal algorithm in k-Wave and Fig. 5.6(c) shows the same source distribution with the backward projection in mSOUND. The two results look virtually the same.
**Figure 5.6** True source distribution. Source distribution reconstruction using (a) the time-reversal method in k-Wave and (c) the backward projection method in mSOUND. The computational domain shown here is cropped from the original domain for illustration purposes.

Currently, the mSOUND toolbox assumes that the transducer is planar since a source plane needs to be defined. Though phased array can be used for mimicking curved transducers in mSOUND, users have the option to first use k-Wave/FOCUS to propagate the wave from a curved transducer for a small distance, and subsequently use the pressure recorded on that plane as the input in mSOUND. One such example is provided in the example section on the mSOUND website. mSOUND currently does not have a module for solving the bio-heat transfer equation. Users can also first obtain the pressure amplitude distribution using the FSMDM at the frequency of interest, and then use that as the input for k-Wave to conduct thermal simulations. One example pertaining to this is also provided on the mSOUND website. mSOUND currently does not have a shock-wave capturing algorithm and therefore is not best suited for modeling shock waves in the context of lithotripsy or histotripsy. If shock wave modeling is still desired, artificial attenuation needs to be included to prevent the Gibbs effect [129].
5.5. Conclusion

mSOUND is a user-friendly toolbox for the simulation of acoustic wave propagation in heterogeneous media and it contains two models for both the forward and backward projection. One mode is the TMDM and it can give transient pressure distribution. The other one is the FSMDM and it can efficiently generate the steady-state pressure distribution at the frequency of interest. Three examples are used to explain how to set up simulations with this toolbox. We envision that mSOUND can be readily applied to tackle a variety of ultrasound problems: study the phase aberration in tissue [87], imaging reconstruction in PAT, ultrasound waveform tomography [235], data generation for machine learning [274], among others.
CHAPTER 6

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1. Conclusions and Contributions

Numerical modeling is being widely used in clinical applications. In this dissertation, the MDM is first developed for simulating nonlinear wave propagation in soft tissue. A couple of cases were studied to evaluate the MDM. It is demonstrated that the MDM is an efficient and accurate algorithm for modeling medical ultrasound propagating in soft tissue.

The MDM can directly calculate the pressure at the fundamental frequency, and it will greatly improve the computation speed. To extend this advantage to nonlinear wave propagation, the FSMDM is developed for modeling the second harmonic pressure field. A realistic human tissue map is used to investigate the accuracy of the FSMDM. Results from the TMDM are used as the benchmark solutions. L2 norm errors calculated with the normalized pressure for the focal region is 0.0114 for the fundamental frequency and 0.0185 for the second harmonics. Thus, for weakly nonlinear cases, the FSMDM can obtain the pressure at the fundamental and the second harmonic frequency efficiently with high accuracy.

As has been theoretically analyzed in the Appendix A, the TMDM/FSMDM is valid for weakly heterogeneous media. Phase correction and amplitude compensation are introduced for modeling wave propagation in strongly heterogeneous media. Reflections are also incorporated to the MDM to further improve the accuracy of the numerical model. The new model is denoted as the modified mixed domain method (MMDM). Simulation results show that the MMDM is markedly more accurate in terms of predicting the phase and amplitude of the waveform, provided that the ultrasound beam is more or less perpendicular to the phase aberrating layer. Convergence studies show that the second-order reflection is sufficient for soft tissue and lossy skull simulations.
Moreover, the frequency-domain MMDM shows the superiority of computation speed in transcranial ultrasound simulations, even when reflections of high orders are included.

Finally, the MDM, FSMDM and MMDM are integrated to an open source toolbox mSOUND (https://m-sound.github.io/mSOUND/home), which is developed for the simulation of acoustic wave propagation in heterogeneous media. Three examples are used to explain how to set up simulations with this toolbox. The mSOUND toolbox is expected to be useful in a variety of ultrasound applications: studying the phase aberration in tissue/transcranial ultrasound, ultrasound waveform tomography, transducer characterization, data generation for machine learning, etc.

6.2. Future Work

Based on the present dissertation, some future work is suggested:

1. Improve the amplitude compensation for thermal field prediction. Currently, the amplitude correction is derived from 1D and works well when the ultrasound beam is more or less perpendicular to the phase aberrating layer.

2. Investigate shock wave modeling for both pulse-waves and continuous waves. Operator splitting method can be applied. The nonlinear effect can be solved with time-domain algorithm. Other effects (diffraction, attenuation, dispersion and density heterogeneity) can be solved with the mixed-domain method.

3. Experimentally verify the MDM/MMDM with wave propagation in the soft tissue and the human skull.

4. Integrate mSOUND with the high computational capability of graphic processing units (GPUs) to deliver fast, accurate and versatile ultrasound modeling solutions. Additionally, to improve the usability of the toolbox, the algorithms will also be written in C, and be compiled so that it can be used in both MATLAB and C.
5. More applications can be investigated with the mSOUND toolbox. For example, due to the efficient computational speed, it can be used to generate the data for deep leaning training. It can also be combined with bioheat equations for temperature estimation in HIFU applications.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, we will show that the MDM is valid for inhomogeneous media with weak sound speed contrast. To simplify the problem, we choose a scenario with a 1D inhomogeneous medium with speed of sound variation only and the change occurs at the boundary where \( z = z_0 \).

The medium is defined as

\[
c = \begin{cases} 
  c_0, & z \leq z_0 \\
  c_1, & z > z_0 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(A1)

For 1D wave propagation, the solution for a point in the \( z > z_0 \) domain obtained from (11) is:

\[
P(z) = P_0 e^{ikz} + \frac{e^{ikz}}{2ik} \int_{z_0}^{z} e^{-ikz'} \left( -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{c_1^2}{c_0^2} - 1 \right) P(z') \right) dz'.
\]  

(A2)

where \( k = \omega/c_0 \). The second term in (A2) is zero with the speed distribution described in (A1). Thus, (A2) can be simplified to

\[
P(z) = P_0 e^{ikz} + \frac{e^{ikz} T P_0}{2ik} \int_{z_0}^{z} e^{-ikz'} \left( -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \left( \frac{c_1^2}{c_0^2} - 1 \right) P(z') \right) dz'.
\]  

(A3)

On the other hand, the analytical solution for wave propagating in 1D cases with sound speed shown in (A1) reads

\[
P(z) = \begin{cases} 
  P_0 e^{ikz}, & z \leq z_0 \\
  T P_0 e^{ikz_0 + ik'(z-z_0)}, & z > z_0 
\end{cases}
\]  

(A4)

where \( k' = \omega/c_1 \) and \( T \) is the transmission coefficient and \( T = 2c_1/(c_0 + c_1) \). Now we look at the wave field when \( z > z_0 \). If (A3) was valid, substituting (A4) into the right-hand side of (A3) will precisely lead to \( P(z) \), i.e., \( T P_0 e^{ikz_0 + ik'(z-z_0)} \). Therefore, we substitute (A4) into the right-hand side of (A3), which leads to
$$P_0 e^{i k z} + e^{i k z} \int_{z_0}^{z} e^{-i k z'} \left( -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \frac{c_0^2}{c_1^2} - 1 \right) T P_0 e^{i k z_0 + i k'(z-z_0)} dz'$$

$$= P_0 e^{i k z} \left( 1 + T \frac{e^{i(k-k')z_0}}{2ik} \left( \frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} - \frac{\omega^2}{c_1^2} \right) \int_{z_0}^{z} e^{i(k-k)z'} dz' \right)$$

$$= P_0 e^{i k z} \left( 1 + T \frac{e^{i(k-k')z_0}}{2ik} (k^2 - k'^2) \int_{z_0}^{z} e^{i(k'-k)z'} dz' \right) . \quad (A5)$$

$$= P_0 e^{i k z} \left( 1 + e^{i(k-k')z_0} \left( e^{i(k'-k)z} - e^{i(k'-k)z_0} \right) \right)$$

$$= P_0 e^{i k z} \left( 1 + e^{i(k-k')(z_0-z) - 1} \right)$$

From (A5), we can conclude that the transmission coefficient $T$ caused by the sound speed variation is not included in the MDM. In fact, if we multiplied (A3) with $T$, substituting (A4) into (A3) would precisely lead to $P(z) = T P_0 e^{i k z_0 + i k'(z-z_0)}$. This is not a major issue if the contrast in the medium is weak, since phase distortion will likely dominate over amplitude change.

Next, we focus on the accuracy of the phase when modeling wave propagation using the MDM. For convenience, we use the Riemann sum as the stepping algorithm [18]. With the left-hand Riemann sum, the MDM method for the 1D case with variation of speed of sound (the same case as above) can be written as

$$P(z + \Delta z)_{MDM} = P(z) e^{i k \Delta z} + \frac{e^{i k \Delta z}}{2ik} \left( -\frac{\omega^2}{c_0^2} \frac{c_0^2}{c_1^2} - 1 \right) P(z) \Delta z. \quad (A6)$$

When wave propagates a distance of $z_0 + \Delta z$, the pressure field becomes

$$P(z_0 + \Delta z)_{MDM} = P_0 e^{i k (z_0 + \Delta z)} \left( 1 + \frac{k^2-k'^2}{2ik} \Delta z \right). \quad (A7)$$

When assuming weakly inhomogeneous medium, we have $k \approx k'$. Equation (A7) can be further simplified as

$$P(z_0 + \Delta z)_{MDM} \cong P_0 e^{i k (z_0 + \Delta z)} [1 + i(k' - k) \Delta z]. \quad (A8)$$

When the wave travels a distance of $z_0 + \Delta z$, the analytical solution is

$$P(z_0 + \Delta z)_{Analytical} = T P_0 e^{i k z_0 + i k' \Delta z}. \quad (A9)$$
By using the Euler’s formula, (A9) becomes

\[ P(z_0 + \Delta z)_{\text{Analytical}} = T P_0 e^{i k (z_0 + \Delta z)} [\cos(k' \Delta z - k \Delta z) + i \sin(k' \Delta z - k \Delta z)]. \tag{A10} \]

When taking a rather small spatial step size \( \Delta z \) and considering that \( k \approx k' \), we have \( (k' - k) \Delta z \approx 0 \). Equation (A10) becomes

\[ P(z_0 + \Delta z)_{\text{Analytical}} = T P_0 e^{i k (z_0 + \Delta z)} [1 + i (k' - k) \Delta z]. \tag{A11} \]

Comparing (A11) and (A8), it is seen that the phase difference between MDM and the analytical solution is 0 when certain assumptions are made. Thus, the MDM is accurate in weekly heterogeneous media.